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1. INTRODUCTION
Several activities are planned for the K East Basin (KE Basin) that will challenge not only the
capacity ofthe existing ion exchange modules to perfonn as needed but also the current filtration
system to maintain water clarity. Among the planned activities are containerization of sludge.
removal ofdebris, and hydrolasing the basin walls to remove contaminatiolL Following the
completion ofhydrolasing activities, the basin will be de-watered and grout will be placed in the
main basin and attached pits. These will be cot into sections forming lIlOIloliths that will be
transported to the Environmental Restoration Disposal Facility (ERDF) for disposal.
Previaus efforts for KE Basin clarity bave demonstrated that coagulation i& not a viable
ahemalive for water clarity with polymeric fIocculants (Letter CH2M~SOl139, "Results of
Coagulation Proc..... to Improve Water Clarity at the K East Spent Nuclear Fuel Basin"). The
most plausible reason of the incapacity to coagulate suspended particles is that the measured zeta
potential afthe basin water is close to zero (HNF-SP-1201, Analy.i. ofS/wigefrom Hanford
K East Basin Canisters).
The KE Basin turbidity level. are at 4 nephlometric turbidity units (NTU) as measured against
furroozin cabbration. During the COU11lO of the inveatigation, a sample ofKE Basin water was
sobjected to a 0.45-pm filter, the filtrate attained a twbidity of0.05 NTU from an initial of
4.2 NTU (CH2M~SOI139). It should also be pointed out that the 0.4S-J1.Dl ftltrate gained
exceptional clarity, as judged by the unaided eye.
I.I OBJEC11VE
The objective ofthis effort is ta provide clarity to the K East Basin via filtration proc033es. The
client has determined that the effort does not constitute a treatability study under Washington
Admini.trative Code (WAC) 173-303-040, "Dangerous Waste Regulations."
1,2 K EAST BASIN HISTORY EMPWYlNG nLTRATION
KE Basin has hod the fullowing experience with filtration:
a. The recirculation loop hod two cartridge filter houaings. Each bad a flow rate of
500 gpm. Each contained 88 spinl-woond polypropylene cartridge filters. These
typically were S pm. During the fuel segregation program (1984-1985), lO-pm filters
were tried to extend time between change outs. These were not able to provide clarity so
the project returned to u.ing S-pm filters. This system was abandoaed in 1990 due to as
low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and waSte management issues. In 1996, the
cartridge filter housings were refurbished to hold seven cartridge filters that were sized so
that ane filter would fit inside a roel canister (for interim storsge). The project elected 10
use 1-"", filters, which blinded shortly after being placed in service. The filter system
was again abandoned at this time (interview with Steve Burke).
1
, .
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b. During sludge sampling campaigns, a RosOOale"'" (S-llm pleated) filter was employed on
the suction side of the PlDl1Jl. The Rooedale fIlten1 were 9.7S in. in length, pleated-sheet
stainless-steel filter, The suction side versus the usual pressure side configuration was
due to sampling data quality objectives (DQO) for particle size analysis, etc.; Le., the
sample was to be as undisturbed as possible, Once a,surface c8ke WllS fonned, the
Rosedale perfonned successfully until the requisite differential pressure (OP) was
achieved. However, at submicron particles the nm time was considerably lessened
(interview with Roo Baker).
c. M"", recently, KE Basin experieoeed a fail"", with filten in a 1arge diameter oootainer
(LOC). Filly-five 3Q-in. CUNO Corporation' S-Ilm-rated polypropylene pleated-sheet
BetaFine' XL filten were required as specified in lOC (H-1-87430, "Drawing KE-Basin
SIS lOC Filter Assembly"). The lOCs were to be used to ",,"eve basin floor and pit
sludge for furlher treatment st T-Plant. The filters did oot bave an adequate nm time and
blinded· quickly. Also, the filters were unable to be backwasbed, cleared, and a run
reslllrted. The LOCs were subsequently used to collect North Load Out Pit (NLOP)
sludge using a fill and decant mOde ofoperation. Tho NLOP sludge was PlDl1Jled into the
LOC and allowed to settle. The supernatant liquid was then decantod back ioto the
NLOP.
d. The KE Basin bas also tried a filter referred to as the ''Ucc filter.~ The Underwater
Coosttuction Company (UCC) provided the filters. In a docuroenl it was indicated that
twelve banks ofUCC filten; consisting of four fIlters per bank bave been used in the
basin. The filters collected the maximum allowable particulates. It was repoI1ed that
water clarity may have improvcd~ and it was not clear that the continued use oftbese
filten; would be beneficial (KBCP-SRDP-OS-MA-UN06).
From the above infotmation. there was no indication that filters of varying porosity (either
nominal or absolute rated) were placed in front oflbe filters ofchoice for final configuration.
With the exception ofthe Rosedale filter, very little if any laboratory coofinnation of filtration
media formulation efficacy to ICE Basin needs has been carried out.
The one experience with depth filten oocurred during the fuel segregation program. Since depth
filten provide capacity to occlude larger particles at or very near the outer surface allowing
smaller particles to enter and filter at depth, IUD times are usually longer than with sheet media
cbaUenged with the same particle size distribution (PSO).
The rollowing discussion 00 water clarity is pmIented to elucidate the need to obtain fiJtmtion as
a mechanilJIl1 to achieve ICE Basin water clarity. .
I Rosedde'11ll is. trademark ofRosc:dde Product!.Ine.. Ann ArbOr. Micbipn.
2 CUNO is. registered tradcma.rtofaJNO Incorponted Corporation Meridian, Connecticut
! BetaFiDe is. registerc:d trademark ofCUNO Incorporated Corporation Meridian, CoDDecticut
2
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1.3 WATER CLARITY DISCUSSION
Clarity ofwater is a function oflight attenuation, i.e., the greater the atteeuatioo of light, the
lower the water clarity. There are severallight-atteeuating constitueats ofwater but typicalIy
suspended particles are the dominant influence. The cloudiness encountered in certain bodies of
water resulls from inlease scattering of light by fine particles, a pbenomenon commonly referr<d
10 as 'turbidity' ["Effects ofSuspeosiods (Turbidity) on Peaetration ofSolar Radiation in
Aquatic Ecosystems," Kirk 1985]. Turbidity is not the same as clarity; these are wstinct
although inversely related optical concepts ("Turbidity, Suspended Sediment, and Water Clarity:
A Review," Davies-ColIey and Smith 2001).
According to LighJ Scattering by Small Particles (van de Hulst 1957), geometrical optics show
that particles much larger than the waveleagth of light (0.4 to 0.7 mo) allenDale twice 1I1e lighl
impinging on their croSs-sectional area. This phenomenon is known as the "extinction paradox.'"
Figure 1 is a schematic indicating light in a collimated beam impinging on a particle is all
removed from the beam ("alteouated'') by scattering due to the processes ofrefraction and
rellectioo or else is absoJ1>ed by pigments llSSOCialod with the particle. An equal amount of light
is diffiacted around the particle giving a total optical cross-section exactly twice the geometrical
cross-section.
FIgure 1. SChematic of Ibe SCatterIng ofLlgbl by a Snspeodod Particle via Ike Process.. of
Reflection, Refraction, and Dt«raction.
(Colour and Clarity oINatural Waters, Davis-Colley 1993)
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Light a1tenlUltion by a single particle depeodsmost strongly 00 its size and therefore ils projected
cross-sectional area. Light attenuation by a suspension ofparticles depends mainly on the
ooneentration ofparticles, expressed not as sUspended sedimeat eonceotration but as geometrical
cross-sectioo lr,"jected area) per unit volume [this quantity has the same units as ligb\
attenlUltion (m 1m3 ..".1)]. Therefore, light alteolUltion by suspended manerdepends strongly
on the distribution ofparticle sizes as it controls geometrical cross~scction_ Figure 2 shows the
attenuation per unit mass concentration [==attenuation 'cross-section,' m-1/(g rn-3) .m2/g] of
suspended spherical particles as a function oftheir diameter. For "optically large" particles,the
3
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attenuation cross--section varies as the inverse oftheir diameter and declines as particle size
increases. For "optically small" particles (much 9ID8Ilcr than the waveleogth of light).
attenuation cross-sectioD (aus olfrapidly with declining size. The most "optically efficieD~'
particles arc the particles in an intennediate size range; for quartz composition particles the
attenuation cross-section peaks at 1.2 ~m. and thia pw posiligll ia "'" tnarWly 4Iff_tj'or
"lhu comlllDIIIlfJnn1l[$_ Organic rrialerials have much lower density as well as much lOwer
refractive index relative to water, with the result that their attenuation cross-section peaks at
large< sizes (-5 ~m).
Figure 2. Attenuadon Cross-seedon (AttenuatioaPer Unit Mass) of a Suspension of
Spherical Partieles as a Functloa of Their D1ume~r.
(Davies-CoUey 1993).
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The scattering oflight by highly aspherical (plate-shaped) crystals ofclay mineral is appreciably
higher than "that ofspheres ofequal volume. particularly at backscattering angles ("Light
Scattering from Particles of Different Shopos," Gibbs 1979).
Particles in the size range of0.2 to 5 ~m for Inorganics and a little larger (Ito 20 ~) for
organic particles dominate light attenuatioll (Davis-Colley 1993; "Optical Water Quality - What
Does It Mean and How Should We Measun. It?" Kirk 1988).
4
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
To achieve waler clarity, different candidate filter media were chosen varying in both media and
particle size cutoff; and a JaboIlllOI)' effort wos carried out under RPP-PLAN-26932, T""t Plan '0
Demonstrate Efficacy ofFiltration ProusJU l() Obtain WaJer Darity at KE Basin. Tbe
candidate fil,ers were subject to a acouting leal to detennioe filtmtion efficacy against KE Basin
water. The scouting 'ests employed vacuum fillrUtion with the cri'eria ofsuccess based on water
clarity os. function ofNTU measuremenls using a HACa' 2100AN Turbidimeter.
The original list ofcandidate filters before scouting lesls was the following:
a. PALL"", 40 J1ID
b. Keystone Filter'
I. 20 I'm
2. to I'm
3. S J1ID
4. I J1ID
5. 0.3 I'm
Scouting lest results an: presented iii Section 3. Based on water clarity (NTU values) the
candidates selected were the 4O-"m PALL and S-"m Keystooe Filter filters. Another sample of
KE Basin water was obtained and delivered to the laboIllloty for challenging the candidate
filters. A test bed was constructed thaI allowed the candidate filters to be subject to an adjusted
flow me equivalent to the manufacturers' recommended now Illle per unit an:a. The tesl bed
consisted of a peristaltic pwnp, an Omega1 rotameter for flow oontrol, a gauge to indicate
pressure ditTerential across the filter, a 47-mm filter holder, and associated laboIlltory
polypropylene tubing.
Forty liters ofK.E Basin water was received as: a Challenge to the candidate filters. A composite
wos made from the 40 L by using I L from each thoroughly mixed IO-L carboy. From this
composi~ a standard curve relating NTU values to total suspended solids was obtained at
varying dilutions ofKE Basin waler. The composite also wos submitted for inductively coupled
plasma specrroscopy analyses to detennine catiOllll, gamma energy analyses, total alpha, and
IoIaI organic carbon. The results are presented in Appendix A.
To initially determine the amount ofmdiution retained by the candidate filters, an initial test of
ISO mL oflCE c:omposite wos filtered through a 4O-"m PALL, and the fillIllte was then filtered
through a S-J1ID Keystooe Filter. A second S-"m Keystone Filter was ehallenged with another
ISO mL oflCE composite, The filters and filttate were submitted for gamma eoergy analysis and
total alp1Ia. The results are presented in Appeodix B. .
4 HACH:is a registered trademark ofHACH Company Corporation, Loveland. Colorado.
5 PALL is • registered tradelnU'k ofPALL Corporation. Bast Hills, New Ymk.
• Keystone Filter ill • division orMel-Pro COrp<lration, Hatfield, PCDDllylvania.
7 OMEGA is a registtred trademark orOmega Technoloaies Company, Stamford, CODMcticul.
s
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3. RESULTS
The fillen used in all testing we", 47-rnm-diameter circular filters. The filters were then
approximately 0.018 ft' of area. .
3.1 scourING FILTRATION RESULTS
Candidate filter media were subjected to a tint bllh:h ofKE basin water to detennine the
respective media efficacy in achieving water clarity. Appendix C presents the results ofeach
filter media tested. Table I shows the reduction achieved with each filter media. Turbidity
readings were accomplished at every 100 mL ofchallenge. The average final NTU column
represents the average NTU readings oyer the volume filtered.
Table I. Inllialaud Ayerage 'lUrbldlty M....M Daring Sea.tlDg Tests.
. , . Twbldlly.
. , ' ~ ,
, . ' , Al:eraEe Rtductloo.
V.l.... (L) " Filter InlUaiNTU :;FIul' N1t1. (%).
0.5 O.3-llm glass fiber 7.7 0.152 92
0.3 l·pmpolyester 11.3 0.47 96
0.6 S·llm glass fiber 6.8 0.18 97
0.5 $.J.lmpolycster 7.3 0.67 91
0.5 11MImpolycster 7.5 3.23 57
0.5 2()"'.,m polyester 7.5 2.89 61
0.464 4O-Jlm glass fiber 6.8 0.23 97
With the exception ofthe 10 and 2ll-fLltl polyester filter media, the other media showed promise
for a substantial reduction ofturbidity.
The glass fiber media rated at 0.3 lAm and the polyester rated at I JlID were considered too low 8
cutoffpoint, i.e., more radioactive mass would accumulate on the filter vennis 8 larger cutoff.
The S-~m polyester did not achieve as good a reduction in turbidity as did the S.~m glass fiber.
It was decided that the two filter media candidates would be down selected to the 4O-~m glass
fiber (pALL filter) and the S-~m glass fiber Keystone Filter.
3.2 FILTRATION CHALLENGE RESULTS
All filtration for the PALL-After the down selection to the PALL 40 (Catalog Number: SESC-
10770-3-U400Z-140) and the Keystone Filter S.~m glass fihcr (fRFNPC' Catalog Number
VCG-S) filters, 40 L ofKE Basin water was collected to use as a challenge..The composite wss
made u.ing 1 L each. The composite was used to establish a standard curve to estimate total
suspended solids versus NTU values, also gamma energy analysis, lolaI alpha, total organic
• TRI-NUC is. registeml tradematkofthe Tri Nuclear Corporation. BalIstOD Lake. Nevi York.
6
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carbon. and inductively coupled plasma spcctroscopy for cations. The resullS are prescnted in
Appendix A. To estimate filter media retention of radionuclides for laboratory hood work safety,
ISO m.L of composite was fihered through each candidate media. The results are presented in
Appendix B.
The analyscs perfomlcd on the 40-JlI11 filter and filtrate are presented in Appendix 0, and the
analyscs perlormed on the 5+1-1111 filter and filtrate are presented in Appendix E. Appendix F
contains the results ufthe PSD measurements for the K.E Basin composite. the 4D-J.1m filtrate,
and the 5-J.1rn filtrate (Letter CH2M-0403713, "Measurement of Particle Si7.e Distributions in
105-KE Basin Water') According 10 PALL the "DP (differential pressure) is critical and based
upon the area and relatively ideal flow conditions of2 to 4 gpm/n2,. (e-mail from John Sica,
PALL Power Operations, dated September 20, 2005). AII of dlC Keystone and PALL fi Iters
tested were at a flow mte of2 gpm/fi2.
Figure 3 presents lhe standard curve responsc fur total suspended solids versus turbidity (NTU)
with the KE Basin composite.
Figure 3. Composite Suspended Solids vcrsus NTU Values.
Composite for Fitter Challenge, Total Suspended Solids
6,------------------------,
10.57.15.5
Nephlometerlc Turbidity Units
2.7
51----
o~----~----_----_------l
o
•~
g 3
~
•~
c
:l. 2 +----
•,
U>
Suspended solids are regressed on NTU valucs, with the line equation of
Y(es/imu/c) = 0.376:r + 0.54/, r = 0.86 (I)
The 40-~lIn filter was first challenged with KE Basin w"Her and a total of8.4 L was processed.
The 40-~m filter did not pcrlorm as would be expected; it did not reduce the tumidity as was
7
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first indicated by scouting tcst:). nor did it achieve the required delta psi of 15 to indicate filter
ex.haustion.
Figures 4 through 7 reprcscnl the 4O·~m filter effluent lurhidity, turbidity retained by the filler,
eslimated solids retained on the filter using the regression equation (I), and I..he pressure
di.fTerential across the filter.
3.2
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Figure 5. Composite Turbidit)' Retained by the Filter.
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__F,-,-'i",gure 6. Estimated Solids Retained by the 40- 1m PALL Filter.
40·~m PALL, Estimated Solids Retained on
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Table 2 presents lhc radionuclidc dala using the composite analyses and analyses from the filter
digest
9
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Table 2. RadioDuoBdes Retained 011 the 4O-Ilm PALL Filter.
. , InnlltDt - .. Frtlcr
•
.··~CUmLi' 'Total ~r'ueb . :fotal tluou.h ,. ' Tetal. FtlkrKEComi'ooI., (1.4 L Tolol) FU.er(~CI) ruler 'WI p.CIIFIUcr (g) ,
"Co 5.23E.Q7 4.39£-03 3.99E-12 5.64E-03 S.13E-12
me. 6.96E./l4 s.sS S.97E-j)8 2,13 2.l8E-08
IS1Eu ND ND ND 1.73E-<l3 9.I1E-12
."'Eu 7.03E-<l6 5.912-02 3.94E-1O 5.69E-02 3.79B-10
mEu ND NO ND 1.3= 9.79E-08
"'Am 1.26Jl./)4 1.06 3.31E-07 9.900-01 3,09E-07
.
-
-
. .
T.1a1 aIpba 1.84E-04 1.55' 2.tte
•
. .Esomated UlUlj specific aetlvit)' for the nrdllHlucltck: of mterest.
" A spike .... not nm !herefGre the discrepancy could be due 10 selfadlOl'ptiotl. on the tliunting dish due to dissolved solids.
A Iargc-t sample volume was lleedcd which contained more dissolved solids; this would lead to lower countsduc to solids
concentration that would adsorb the alpha energy shielding It from the counter.
cThe dissolved fiher required a smaller sample yolume and therefore less solids on the counting dish and a more accUI8lc,-
Table 3 presents Ibe analytes above detectioolimit in !be composite and the emuent after the
4O-,.m PALL filler filtrate. The mass of each analyte captured by the fiher is calculated by
mff~. .
Table 3. Mus or Analyles Abuve Detectloo Limit Captured by lIle 41}.Ilm PALL Filter.
,
.' lnftotDt . . , Emamt - -..
Total Vllame ' .. , '. ;TotaJ VellIJDC "MlI5fI..
I AlIoM,
cenceatratlOa, SAL"",,I,... ,tonce.tratloa, , :SA L'AU1)'I< 1lt"I~:::I<MaS""';'·' ., Ma.. ,"';,· FRtcr )
Aluminum 0..4' 3780 4.15B-02 348 3432
Boron 734E-<l2 616 4.93B-02 414 202
Cakimn 0.992 8,312 0.552 '4636 3696
Cadmium 3.46B-03 29.1 3.462-03 29.1 0
Iron 1.237 . 10,390 8.72E-02 733 9,637
-
0.3t9 2,680 0.319 2,680 0
,MlWTIrslum 458E-02 38S 3,19E-02 268 117
Sodium 1.084 9.106 0.742 6.232 2,874
SWim 0.444 3.730 0.444 3730 0
Silicon 1241 10424 0.91S 7,686 2.738
Titanium 7.89E-03 66,3 7.89E-03 66,3 0
Uranium 0.335 4494 0.535 4,494 0
Zin' I..2S2-02 lOS 7.67B-03 64 41
10
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The 5-,un filter processed a total of4.8 L and did achieve boO, turbidilY reduction and a delta psi
of 15 al which time the run was tenninated. Figures 8 through II represent the 5-~m filter
cffiuent turbidity, turbidity retained by the tiller. estimated solids retained on Ihe fileer using tbe
regression equation (I), and the pressure dilTcrential across the filter .
30
Time (minutes)
1'Z:8
"-
"-
'\.0.2 0.3 0.6 o.
•'igure R. Ernueoc TurbidiC)' Using KE Basin Challenge.I 51'm Keystone Filler Effluent Turbidity
I 10r
51'm Keystone Filler Turbidity Retained by
Filter
.'igure 9. ComposUe Turbidity Recained by tbe Filter.
I
/
/
-/-
9
5 30
Time (minutes)
40 46
J
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Figure 10. Estimated Solids Retained b)' the 5-p.rn Filter.
5-~m Keystone, Estimated Solids Retained on
Filter
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Figure 11. I'ressure Differential Across tbe 5-)..101 "'llter.
5-~m Keystone Filter, PSID versus Time
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Tables 4 and 5 represent the analytes and radiolluclides captured by the 5-J.tm filter.
3.3 I'ARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSES
A PSD measurement was carried out on the KE Basin composite, the 40-J.trn PALL filtrate, and
the 5-)..Im Keystone Filter glass fiber filtrate. Each sample was interrogated with and without
sonication. The complete PSD analysis is reported in Appendix F. Particles were measured in
the composite and the 40-~un PALL filter filtrate. The 5-~lln Keystone Filter filtrate was
12
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immeasurable with the PSD instrument. Most likely there were not a sufficient number (volume)
ofparticles.
Lm IS less than the detection limit; the assumption tS that the difference between the mass at the L1D level DId the
infiuent mass was captured by the filter, represented in ().
Table 4. Mass ofAnaMe. Above Detection Limit C.ntnred bv the S- m Filter.
(onnent EfDuent "
Total I,Volume
.
·Total Volume
, 4.81. 4.81. Mass
CODcent~tioD A.alyte Conceatratlon 'AD.?:~asS R"~:~J\nalvte (moIL . M... imol Filter
Aluminum 0.45 2.160 <2.7&02 LTD'(O.13) 2,159
Boron 134E-02 352 5,4&02 259 93
Calcium 0.992 4.761 0.953 4,574 187
CadnUwn 3.46E·03 17 <3E-03 LTDIO.On 16.99
Iron 1.237 5.938 <1.3&02 LTD 10.06) S 937.94
Potassium 0.319 1.531 <0.295 LTD 11.42) 1.530
Ma2D.esium 4.58E-02 220 8.88E-Q2 426 -206
Sodium 1.084 5,203 1.63, 7,824 -2,621
Su!fm 0.444 2.131 <5.8M2 LTD (0.28) 2,131
Silicon 1.241 5957 3.14 15,072 -9.115
Titanium 7.89E-03 38 <2E-03 LTDIO.On 37.99
Uranium 0.535 2,568 <3.1E-02 LTD 10.15) 2,567.85
Zinc 1.25E-02 60 <4E-03 LTD 10.02) 59.98
•
..
Table S. RadloDuclides Retained on the 5-J.1m Keystone Filter.
Estimated using specific activtty for the radtonuchde ofmterest.
b A spike was nat r\m and then:f'on: the discrepancy could be due to selfadsorption on the counting dish due to dissolwd
solids. A larger ii8inplc volume was needed, which contained more dissolved solids; this would lead to lower counts due 10
solids concentration that would adsorb the alpha energy shielding it from the counter.
~The diS90]vcd filter required Illlfl1ll11er sample volume and thereoo less solids on the counting dish therefore a more
accurate count.
IDfiuent Fllter
.
.. T.tal 'Total
I· .CUmL Tb':';'~n . Tbrough Total ~~FilterkE ComposIte /4.8L to~l\ 1i':Ilter 'FlIt~{;\· cuCl/Fllter
"Co 5.23&07 2.5 IE-03 2.28E-12 2.94E-03 2.67E-12
mes 6.96M4 3.34 3,41E-OS 1.19 1.21E-08
mEu ND ND ND 9.69E-04 5.10E-12
IS4Eu 7.03E-06 3.37E-02 2.25E-1O 2.75M2 1.83E-10
'''En ND ND ND 6.59E-03 4.11E-12
"'Am 1.26E-04 6.0:5E-Ol 1.89E·07 04.99E-Ol 1.56&07
, .'
Totahlnba I.84E-04 8.83E-Olb 1.12c
•
. .
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Figure 12 presents the volume·based PSD measurcmcnt of the KE composite; Figure 13 presents
the volume-based PSD measurement of the 4O.Jlm IlALL filter filtrate.
Fi2ure 12. Volume-based Particle Size Distributions of KE-Basin Water Composite.
(Average oftriplieale measurements.)
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Figure 13. Volume-ba.~ed Particle Size Distributions of 40·llm Filtrate.
(Average oftriplicate measurements.)
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3.4 FURTHER HLTRATION TESTING (lO-MICRON GLASS HBER)
After analyzing the data above, it was decided by the KE Basin engineers that a IO-Jim glass
fiber filter [rom Keystone (Part Number: VCG-IO) and PALL (Part Number: 5ESCI0770-
3UIOOZ-140) would be challenged with the remainder of the K.E Basi.n sample used in the
previous challenges. To conserve budget, the inductively coupled plasma-mass spectm~copy
was not carried out, however the total alpha, GEA, and PSD were analyzed.
Figures 14 through 17 represent the- Kt:yslone 1()..I.l.nl glass fiber filter response to KE Basin
challenge. Figures 181ltrough 21 represent the PALL lO-llm filler response to K.E Basin
challenge.
Figure 14. Effluent Turbidity From 10-11m Ke)'stone Filter
Using KE Basin ChoJlen~c.
:J
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Figure 15. Composite Turbidity Retained by IO-,..m Keystone Filler.
10-~m Keystone Turbidity Retained by the Filter
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Figure 16. t:slimated Solids Retained by the lo-,um Keystone Filter.
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Figure 17. Prcsstl rc Differential Across the 10-Jlm Keystune Filter.
~
101Jrn Keystone Psid versus Time
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PALL 10-ilm Glass Fiber Effluent Turbidity
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Figure 19. Composite Turbidity Retained by 2G-Jlrn PALL Filter.
10llm PALL Turbidity Retained by the Filter l
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Figure 21, Pressu re Diffcrclltial Across the Io-,lm PALL Filter.
10·"m PALL Psld vs Time
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Tables 6 and 7 show the radionuclidcs retained on the IO-tJnl Keystone and PALL glass fiber
filters. To conserve budget, the inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy was not carried
out on these filters. Also, because these are glass fiber composition, it would be expected that
there would he a similar response to KE Basin challenge as exhibiled by the 5--~lm glass fiber
filters; also the filters will be replaced on a delta psid of 15 or a radionuclide threshold.
Kcb 0I'd R . edI 6 Rd'
Estllnated usmg spc..,li.. itChvlly for the radionuclll.lc uf mtercst.
b A spIke was nol run lherefore Ihe diM;repancy could be due 10 sc-lflldsorption on Ihe counting dish due lu dissolved liOlids.
" liirger sumple \'olurne was needed which OOfItWm:d more dissolved solidS; thi!i would levd 10 lower ccunts due to 50Iids
concentratlon lhat 'o':ould udscwb the alpha energy shielding it from the counter.
<The dissoh'''oQ filter r~uirtd it smaller sample \'ulumc and thertfort less solids OIl the counling d1!;h and a more accurale
count.
lab e . a mnuc .I cs etam 0. I e I I-urn . \'stoDe Filter.
InOueDt i'llttr
,.CilmL Total through Tolal throUlh Tolal on Filler
KE Composite (8•• L To'a1) nller Wei) Filter (g)- ,..ClIFilter (g)
6OCO 5.231:-07 4.39E·OJ 3.991:-12 6.99E-OJ G.35E-12
Wes 6.%E-04 5.85 5.97E-08 2.99 3.05E-08
IHEu 1\1l NL> "n NL> NO
I~Eu 1.03E-06 5.9\ E-02 3.94£-10 6.42F...()2 4.28&10
,ssEu NL> "n NO 1.38E-02 9.86E-12
2t'Am 1.26E-04 1.06 3.31 E-07 1.14 3.56E-07
Total alphn 1.8.E.Q4 1.55b 2.21 0
.. ..
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Esllmatl.:d usmg specIfic 3ell\ Ily fur the radlonuchdc of Inlcresl.
b A spike was oot run Iherefore the diSl.Tcpancy could be due 10 sclfadsorpllOl1 on the counting dish due 10 dlS~lvro solids.
A largl:r SlIlIlple volume ....115 needt<! .....hich contained more dissolvl'd sulids; Ihis would lead 1010.....('1' counts due to solids
concentration thm wuultl ocIsoTb the alpha energy shielding it from the counter.
oThe dissolved filler required a smaller sample volume llnuthcrcforc less solids on the counting dish llnd a morc accurdte
count.
Table 7. RadioDuclides Retained un the lO- rn PALL Filter.
InOuent Filter
,...CilmL Totlll through Totallhrouch Total on filler
KE Composite (7.9 LTotal) Filter (I1Ci) Filter- (I)" pClfJo'IUer <Kl
b"CO 5.23E-07 4. I E..03 3.76E-12 1.34E-02 1.22E-ll
131<":5 (j.%F.-04 5.5 5.6lE-Otl 6.24 6.J8E-08
,nEu I'D NO "0 '10 NO
1'4Eu 7.03ll-06 5.55E-02 3.70E-1O 1.2E-Ql 8.07E-10
l'5l!u NO NO NO I 2.77E-02 1.98£..11
wArn 1.26E.Q4 9.95&01 3.11 &07 2.43 7.59&07
Total alpha 1.8£-04 USb 4.23"
,
Figures 22 and 23 show the innuent and emuent PSD for the lO-1-I1ll Keystone Filter, Figure 24
shows the influent PSO for the PALL 100JJ.rn filter. The PALL 10-~rn filter cmuem did not
contain enough particle concentration to determine a PSD by the particle size analyzer. Tbe
P:SD report is contained in its entirety in Appendix F.
Figure 22. Volume-based Particle Size Distributions of KE-Dasin Water Influent to lhe
lo-Ilm Keystone Filter.
(Average ofduplicate measurements)
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Figure 23. Volume-based Particle Size Distributions of 10 um Keystone Filtrate.
(Average ofduplicate measurements)
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Figure 24. Volume·based Particle Size Distributions of KE-Bnsln 'Vater Influent to the 10-
I'm PALL Filter.
(Average of duplicate measurements.)
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Tables 8 amI 9 indicate the parameters associated ffith the IO-Jlm Keystone and PALL filters.
The radionuclide data was extrapolated using the filter analyses after filtration; see note (a) in
Tables 8 and 9. The table attempts to show the microcuries that are captured by the filter during
the coursc of filtration. Thc filter runs for both the Keystone and PALL were limited to
approxinlately 8 L each contained in two l-L carboys. The IO·pOl Keystonc did not achieve a
psid of 15 during the run. This is most likely due to the low· NTU [and hence low total
21
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suspended solids (TSS») contained in the influent The I()-IUD PALL filter was challenged with
a much higher N1U (high TSS) and did achieve a psid of IS before the sample was depleted.
Assuming linearity, a filter surfiu:e areaof6411, and a flow rate of2 gpm, Tables 10 and 11
indicate the relationship ofradionuclide to TSS over time and radionuclide capl= over time.
Tables 12 aod 13 are estimJIlos ofradionuclide loadings thai would occur during filtration at
2 gpmIft' or 128 gpm. Allhougb Tables 12 and 13 are based on a flow of2 gpmIft', it is
probable that lower flow rates would allow a lower rate of loading and more run time. The
filters have not been tested in the geometric configuration as supplied by a vendor. Therefore,
Tables 12 and 13 are merely an estimate based on filler aoalysis of the IO·~m Keystone and
PALL glass fiber fillers. As noted, the Keystooe did not achieve a psid of IS due to the low TSS
load ofthe challenge. Therefore it is difficult to predict the amount ofron time that would occur
in basin conditions at this TSS load. Regardless ofthe loading by the ISS, it is expected that the
filter changeout will not be predicated on psid but rather on the energetics from the captured
radionuclides. From these tables, a MicroShield'" analysis should be carried oul using the
geometry and materials ofconstructioo for the filter as well as the materials ofconstruction of
the filter containers.
TobIe g, 1(1., m Key.toae Filter 8.4 L FIltered),
•
.
-
.
. .(1aItla! . . .
. TIme.:Tl..nl
. .
nluel j" 5 30 45 6CI 75 80
PaId· .
• I.
' '-2 3 3 3 3
lnfIueDl NI1J 8 3.6 moJJ.. TSSl
I!llIuen1 NI1J NA 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 O.S 0.5
TSS, mglLat NA 3.4 6.7 10.1 13.3 16.7 20.1
each T retBiDed
on filter
Radionuclides fL Ci on filter at Time- rl'
Co 4.37E-04 2.62&03 3.93E-03 5.24E-03 6.SSE-03 6.99£-03U7es
-
1.87E-OL 1.12 1.68 2.24 2.80 2.99
u~u
- ND ND ND ND ND ND
"Eu 4.01E"()3 2.41E-02 3.61E-02 ".82E'()2 6.02E-Q2 6.42E-02
, Eo 8.63B--04 5.18B-03 7.76&03 1.04E-oZ t.29E.Q2 1.38E-02
~'Am
-
7.J3E-02 428E-OI 6.41E-ol 8.55E-01 1.07 1.14
To<aI mba
-
1.38E-01 8.29&01 1.24£ 1.66 2.07 221
• .Ba:3ale the filler was aoalymllll the md of the nm.1he \'IlUC$ during the filtcT nut aaume the l'IdioDuclUk dlSCnbuboll
to be nonnaIly and indepcndcnllydilltrihu&ed. F« the europh.tm,. oolldet«:t intb.e~ u:mplc buI u:amulakd on
the filler, the conec:nnt:ion is based on the fika' lnlIIysis •• funct:ian ol\"Olumttric throuibput.
9 MicroShieJ~ is a regi!t~d trademark ofGrove Software, Inc., Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Table 9. Io-"m PALL FIlter (7.9 L Filtered).
Since the filterwas analyzed at the end afthe ron, the values dunng the filter run assume the radionuclide distribution to
be normally and independently distributed. For the europium, a nondetect in the composite sample but accumuloted on the
filler, the concentration is based on the filter analysis as a function of volumetric throughput.
• "
Time TI..nl
(lDlflal
value) 5 '30 45 60 70 75
Psld o , t 1 5 7 13 15
Influent NTU 23.9(9.5
Effluent NI1J NA 0.16 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.34
TSS, mglLat NA 9.S 19 28.5 38 47.4 56.8
each T retained
on filter
Radionuc1idcs (J1 Ci on filter at Time ... T •
"'co - 8.93E-04 5.36E-03 8.04E-03 1.07E-02 1.25E-02 1.34E-02
mCs 4.17E-Ol 2.50 3.75 5.0 5.83 6.25
15lEu NO NO NO NO NO NO
l~Eu
- 8.07E-03 4.84E-02 7.26E·02 I ' 9.68E·02 1.13E-OI 1.1IE-Oi
15'Eu 1.85E-03 I.11E-02 1.66E·02 2.22E·02 2.59E-02 2.77
~'Am
- I.62E-Ol 9.72E·OI 1.46 1.94 2.27 2.43
Total alDha - 2.82E-Ol 1.69 2.54 3.38 3.95 4.23
•
Table 10. Ratio of RadioDuclide to Total Suspended Solids lO·Jtm Keystone Filter
(J1CVTSS mgIL).
Time , "
RadJODUdldc 'Indnl 0 5 30 45 60 75 80
"Co 1.30E-04 3.94E-04 3.91E-04 3.93E-04 3.93E-04 3.49E-04
mes 5.56E-02 1.69E-0] 1.67E-01 1.68E-0] 1.68E-ol l.49E-0]
mEu
'~o 1.19£o03 3.62E-03 3.59E·03 3.61£003 3.61E-03 3.20E-03
,,~u
~'Am 2.12E-02 6.43E·02 6.38E-02 6.4]E-02 6.40E-02 5.68E·02
Total alpha 4.11E-02 1.25E·OI ].24E-O] I.24E-01 1.24E-O] 1.10E-Ol
Table n. Ratio of Radlonuelide to Total Su.pended Solid. to-I'm PALL FIlter
(J1CVTSS mgIL).
11me " , I .
Radlonucllde Imlnl 0 I,. 5 ' " 30 45 1< 60 75
"eo 9.44E-05 5.66E-04 2.83E-04 2.82E·04 2.36E-04
mC 1.24E-Ol 2.64E-OI 1.32E-01 1.32E-ol l.lOE-D]
mE
'~E 2.40E-03 5,lIE-03 2.55E·03 2,55E-03 2.13E-03
mE
U>A 4.82£-02 1.03E-0l 5.12E-02 5.12E-02 4.28£002
Tntal aloha 8.39E·02 8.92E-02 8.92E-02 8.9IE-02 7.45E-02
23
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Table 11. Estimated Radio••elide Loading in "C1o. a COlllJDCrclal
Key>tooe t(l.p.m FDler at ladicated Time.
,
. Flow -12i Itnm v.lua:Mi: 'P1'OCltU«l '789J _aDnS
RacUoaadfde 5/mJn\ . 3Of_I·' ·.5/.....1 6O{mf.1 15 (ml.1 1lOlmln)
Weo l.52 9.12 t.37E+01 J.82E+01 2.2SE+()1 2.43E-101
me. 6.ME>02 3.99E+03 5.98E>03 7.97E>03 9.97E>03 Ul6E;<J4
l'lEu NO NO NO NO NO NO
"'Eu l.43E+Ol 8.57E+Ol l.29E>02 I.71E>02 2.14£>02 2.28£>02
usEu 3.08 l.85E+01 2.71E+01 3.70E+OI 4.62E+Ol 4.93E+Ol
N'Am 2.53E+02 l.52E+03 2.28E+03 3.04E+<l3 3.8Ei03 4.05E-+{)3
Total aloha 4.91E+02 2.95£+03 4.42E+03 5.89E+03 7.37E+03 7.86E+03
Table 13. E,dmated Radio••elide Loading in "C1o. a Commercial
PALL to-lIm Ydter at 1.d1eated TIme.
, now -12..... Volume 8rocftlCCl7411 nDODS
lladkmacUde 5 'oila1 , 30'....\ '5/_' " 6O'mIn\ 15(mfn\ .
"eo 3.11 1.90£+01 2.86E+01 3.81E+OI 4.76E+Ol
mea 1.48E+03 8.87E-+03 8.45E+03 1.71£+04 2.22£+04
"'au NO NO NO NO NO
'''Eo 2.85E+OI J.71E-t02 2.56£+02 3.42£>02 '.27E>02
'''Ell 6.57 3,94E+OI 5.92£+01 7.89£+01 9.86E+Ol
'''Am 5.76E+02 3.46£+03 5.18£+03 6.19£+03 8.64E>03
TCJta1 a10ha l.OOE+03 6.02E.f{I) 9.02E<03 l.20E+04 1.50E_
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The scouting tests indicaied !hat the 40-"rn PALL filter and the 5-"m Koy,tone Filter would be
candidates for the clarification ofthe KE Basin water. The 40-J1m PALL did not perform as
originally expected. There are several possible reasons for this to have occurred. The flat sheet
membranes are usually not homogeneous. The reopoIllie (emuent) of a commercially coufigured
filter is an avemge ofits c:apabilily to a haudle cballenge (influenl). Therefore, the original
scouting teslselection could have been taken from a "better" part ofthe nat sbeet Secolldly, the
scouting tests were conducted under vacuwn where the watCl' was pulted rather than pushed
througb the filler. This media fonmula may be rated under pressure v...us vacuum because
vac:umn bas a tendency to compress the filter media. thus yielding a particle size cut offmuch
lower than the manufacturer's claim. Thirdly, there were two different samples ofKE Basin
used as a challenge. The fllSt was a centcc ofbasin !hat was used as a challenge for the scouting
lests. Tbe long-term tests used ICE Baain watcc collected from the sludge container emu.ent.
There is a possibmty that the composition was different enougb that in the long-tenn 1<sts, the
dissolved solids overwhelmed the zeta pLus sites on the filter.
Tbe 5-,... Keystone Filter perfunned extremely well. Tbe emuent was below I NTU duting the
course of the nm. It was detennined that Io-Ilrn g1as. fiber filters from both Keystone and
24
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PALL .hould be cballenged with ICE Basin water 10 determine efficacy ofvolume throughpul
and radionuclide capture. It should be remembered !hat tap wslor i. less Iban I N1U and is of
good clarity.
Table 14 present. Ibe radionuclides capnued by Ibe fillers as a function oflbe input
rIDFra .T bl 14. RadioD lid Caa e DC e IDtare as a cliOa 0 IDut.
IUdfonuclde ' IaIlueDt (J) Em...t (a) ~ I C.p"... (%)
'.O...mPALL
"'Co 3.99E-12 5.13E-12' 129
mes 5.97E-08 2.l8E-08 63.5
mBu ND 9.11E·12
1''1:u 3.94E-IO 3.79E-1O 3.8
u'Eu ND 9.79E-08
~'Am 3.31E-07 3.09E-07 6.7
So... I(An!ooe FlUer
""co 2.28&12 2.67E-12 117
me. 3.4lE-08 1.2IE~ 6S
'''Eu ND 5.IOE-12
"'Eo 2.25E-IO 1.83E-10 19
"'Ea ND 4.71E-12
~'Am 1.89E-07 1.56E-W 17
•III both the 4Q.,..m PALL Uld the: S-JoIl1t Keysa.one, the lTIWl blIlanu iDdkatts more
~o wu retained by the filta dun wasin~ This mathcma1ica18DOf'lWY is due
10 the COlmtillg error 8S5OCiatuI with !he KE composite for liIICo.
Table IS indicates Ibe tolal alpha captured by each filler os well as Ibe weight oflbe filter. It can
be readily seen that the filter. would come under Transumnic (TRU) waste at >100 nei/g.
Table 15. Total Alpha Associated with tbe FlIlers.
. ,tUtr Total Alpha (J.'Cllrnter) f'Uter Welehl <cl f'CU,
4O-11mPALL 2.11 0.078 27.0S
5-wn: 1.12 0.'808 6.19
.U-umK........ 2.2. 0.180S 12.24
tU-umPALL 4.23 0.1284 32.94
Table 16 presents the anaIytes retained by the filters.
The filter area is approximately 0.018 ft'_ Assuming hoearity and Gaussian distribution,
Table 17 presents assumptions around the filters tested. The 4O-I'm PALL filter did not perfonn
as expected. It abould be ..,ted !hat pleated .beet filters will capture more than a nat sheet test
bed. Therefore, Ibe figures given in Table 17 are based on the lesl bed and not 00 a final
commercially available filter contiguration.
The 5-1'1'0 and Io-I'm Keystone and IO-l'm PALL filters will give excellent water clarity.
Whether or not it is efficacious to the needs of KE Basin remains to be detennined based on the
25
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number of filters employed or disposal path (can the filtero be encaaed in enough grout to be
oonaide<ed non-TRU ifneeded? Remotely or contacl handled?).
Table 16. Analyles Retaioed 00 die FIlters•
Indialtes that the s.~ filter released maantSlum.IOdrum.!nd slli«lC1 ilno the
efl1uenr. There is that posstbility as lIOdium an::I silicon are pIJ1 ofthc: chemical
«mp08ition 0(8_. Magnesium could be II JKt ofthc monufecturin! proem ofthe
Keystone Sloss fiber filters. The C3Il)'Qvef 0(t:he1Cl anal)1eS would probably not have
tKlCUrred had the filter been suijected to !lC:veral washings. The manufacturer did not
allude to such a step before WIDJnerlCing filtration.
AaaMe " .'46-lUn PALL '5- ....
,
- - Ma,u-RetaJued Oft the MaN Rctalacd 0. th.
FUter (m!.) \!Iller (~\
Aluminum 3,.32 2,159
Boron 202 93
Calciwn 3.696 187
Cadnrium 0 16.99
Iron 9,657 5937.94
Potailium 0 1,530
Munesium 117 ·206"
Sodimn 2,874 -2,621'
Sulfur 0 2 131
SiliooD 2.738 -9.115·
Tiluium 0 37.99
Unnium 0 2.567.85
zu., ., , 59.98
•
Table 17. Estimated Radioauclide Loading and Volume lor a
Filter Cartridge of 64 Square Feet. (2 sbeels)
RadionueUdei ',~ .." 1·.Eltlmated ValWill
ClptbJ".edl . RAdloDbelldel' ,()1CIIFUiu Cutrtdg:e)
., ',. 0.018 Fe' nf , C,pturtd· :,l' ,or64rofFilter
,RdlOnudlde.' " FDter ':loiCtnt'1 " :-·M"'I.',
'; , , , .--!-um Kewtone GllUIlI IN.bcr FUtcr
Co 2.~E-03 0,163 10,43
e. 1.19 66.11 .,231.0<1
'''Eu 9.69E-04 0.054 3.46
''"Eu 2.75E-02 l.53 97.92
"'Eu 6.59E-G3 0.36 23.0<1
Am 0.•99 27.72 1n •.08
Total. ho 1.12 62.22 3.982.08
v..........- =:z~ E.lmafM Volup: (p1)164 It'O.1I8ft' ofFIHer Media
1.27 I UL) 70.6 4 SI8.4
.. II-pm KevitOM Glass F1bu rutfr ,
Co 6.99E'()3 0.38 24.32
"'e. 2.99 166.11 10 631.04
·"E. ND NO ND
E. M2E.()2 3.57 228..8
26
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Table 17. Estimated RadioDuelide Loading aud Volume for a
FlIter Cartridge of 64 Square Feet. (2 sbeets)
Radlonuclides Estimated Values
Captured! Radlonudldes (JlCflFUter Cartridge)
O,OIB Ft' or C'Ptu~~ or64 rf orFlIttlrRadionueUdelJ' , Filter CoCVR Medial
Eo 1.38E-02 0.77 49.28
Am 1.14 63.33 4,053.12
Total aloha 2.21 122.78 7,857.92
Volume proeessedJ Volame (gall Estimated Volume (gaJ)/64 ft' of mter
0.018 ft2 , Droc:essedlft media
2.22 aal 8.4Ll 123.3 7,891
10~li.m PALL Glass Fiber Filter '
I WCo 1.34E-02 0.744 47.62
Cs 6.24 346.67 22,186.9
Eu ND ND ND
'"Eu 1.2E-01 6.67 426.9
En 2.77E-02 1.54 98.6
Am 2.43 135.0 g,640.0
Total aloha 4.23 235.0 15,040
VGlume processedJ VOlume~ Estimated Volume (P1)/64 If orfilter
0.018 ft2 DJ'oc:esse media
2.08 gal (7.9 L) 115.S 7,421
-The calculation is bll!led on 64 ft" as the cum:nt K c Filter-s lied Tri-Nuc filter an:a.
The to-11m Keystone filter never reached the delta P of I5 psi, Albeit the challenge turbidities
differed, there were more particles in the 100 to 600-""m-diameter range than were in the
challenge to the PALL filter. The PALL filter reached a delta P of IS after 75 minutes run time
with a lower PSD, which may be indicative ofmore filter changes than Keystone when used with
the Tri~Nuc. This will have to be verified with field testing at the pilot or full~scale level.
It is concluded that filtration will affect a positive result in water clarity. The S-I1m Keystone
may be too effective and that level ofparticulate removal does not need to be achieved. The two
candidates for filtration would be the PALL and the Keystone to-jim filters. As to the best
candidate, a MicroShield analysis should be carried out, albeit the ratio ofradionuclides to TSS
is not that great. It is further recommended that a full-scale test be accomplished in the basin
with a set ofeach manufacturer's filters.
As part ofthe test, consideration should be given to the volume ofwater processed, the required
clarity ofthe water, the required total suspended solidg ofthe water, disposal pathways for the
filtered material, and the amount offilters consumed.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSES OF KE BASIN COMPOSITE
A-l
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Tobie A-I. Inductlvely C.upled PlAsma Spectr.....py Aaal"....rKE C.mposlte
(Labeon: 806K0000ll).
CeAceatrltloD ". Co~tratfon
.........~ .. An'Ivt~ ("",mI.'
A. silver) <AE·Ol P horous <4.2E-02
Al aluminum) 0.4.5 Ph Ie'" <3.6E-02A, 8CI<Ilic <5.2E-02 Pd [palladium <J.BE-02
5 7.34E-02 p, .- <9E-Ol
B8 <7.lE-03 Rb mbidiuml <O.S14
a. <l.2E-03 Rh cl>odium) <2.6E-Il2
5i i>muthl <0.102 Ru ro<henium) <J.7E.o2
Ca calciuml 0.992 S sulfurl 0.444
C<1 cadmium l.46E-03 Sb antimon <2.8B..Q2
Co cerium <I.SE-02 Sc selenium) <6.42E-Il2
Co cobaI. <llE-03 Si silicon) 1.241
Cr chromiuml <L4E~2 8m samariuml <1.7E.Q2
en :•."".,1 <1.4B-02 Sn tinl <3.-4E.0:2
En eutOniwnl <1&03 S, moDtium <7E-03
P, iron) 1.237 T' tanJ8lum <j.7E.QZ
K tassium 0.319 T. ~lIurium <a.4E-02
La (Ianllwlwn) <aE-Il3 Th thorium) <9E-Ill
U lithium) <9E-Ol Tin . 7.89E-03
M. rml!Desiuml 4.SllB-02 TI tb,mllm <5.6E-02
Mn mon""".. <7E-Il3 U uranium) O.53S
M. molYbdenum <3E-Il3 V vanadium) <6R-IlJ
N. _um 1.084 W tun ,ten) <ll.6E·02
Nd "'00 urn <8E-03 Y <l.lE..()Z
Nt oUcla:n <2.2E-02 Zn _I 1.2.5£oOZ
Nb niobium) <ll.4E-02 Zz z:irc0Dium <2E-02
a A "'<" SIgn indica1cd the .)tle concc:n1n1101'1 wu below dc1ec:t:lOO hoot.
Table A·I. Gamma Eaergy Analysis KE C.mposlte.
NO'TE: Reported ana1)1c1 are abo,,·c dcleetlon lmutj below det«tion
limit analytes are not listed.
.Analvtc Concentration luClimU
~Co
.5.23E-G7
me. 6.96&04
'"Eo 7.03E-06
~'Am 1.26E-04
..
Table A·J. Total Alpha Aaalysl. KE C.mposire.
I ~AaOiYt'I' C......tralloo (JICllmL).
Total a ba cWDt 1.84E-04
Table A-4. T.tal Organic Carb.n
AuaJysas KE C.mposlte.
a A "<!' Irian tDdicm:d the.wytc coaCftl'tnlti(m was below
deteetiOllIimir.
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APPENDIXB
INITIAL TEST OF 4O-MICRON PALL AND 5-MICRON KEYSTONE FILTERS
B-1
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Table B-1. Gamma Eae'l)' Aaalysis of initial 150 mL ofKE Composite tbrougb
4ll-ILm PALL sad S-ILm Keystoue Filters.
Coundng Total uCi based on Countlnu Error
Sample Radionudlde ..cUm' Error Low Aver • Hloh
Composite Co 5.23E·07 45.48 4.28E-05 7.85£-05 1.14E--04
Cs 6.96E-04 4.27 LOO£.O[ 1.04£.01 L09E--Ol
u 7.03E-06 10.65 9.42&04 1.05&-03 1.17E-03
u <2.62E·06 NA
Am L26E-04 5.44 1.79E-02 1.89&-02 L99E-02
Filter analvsis (soUd) t uCJlli'Uter
40 pm. 0.078 g Co L7[ E-04 9.72 1.54E-04 1.07B-04 L88E--04
C, 8.06E-02 4 7.74B.02 8.06B-02 8.39£.02
"Eu 1.18E-03 4.89 Ll2E.03 1.18E-03 L24E-03
I "'Eu 1.95&-04 40.[3 1.16£.O4 1.95E-04 2.73:&04
Am 2.18&-02 5.33 2.06£.02 2.18B-02 2.30E-02
5 ~m, O. [808 g eo <2.23£-05 NA
following 40 Ilm I "'c, 1.07E-02 4.12 L02E-ll2 L07E-02 I,l1E..()2
"Eo 2.52E-04 8.28 2.32E-ll4 2.52E-04 2.72E-ll4
Eu 7.80E-05 34.55 5.11E-05 7.80£-05 1,05E-04
I a'Am 4.99&-03 5.47 4.72E-ll3 4.99E-03 5.26E-ll3
5~pm filter only, I Weo 2.10E-04 9.02 1.91E-Q4 2.1OB-04 2.29E-Q4
0.1808 g c,· 8.73£.02 3.99 8.38E-ll2 8.73E-02 9.08E-ll2
'"Eu 1.71£..03 4.21 L63E-ll3 L71E-03 1.78E-ll3
I " Eu 2.88B-04 32.65 L94E-ll4 2.88E-04 3.82E-04
I a'Am 3.14"E-02 5.32 2.97E-ll2 3.[4£.02 3.30E-ll2
Table B-2. Total Alpha Associated ..ith the 4ll-ILm sud S-ILm FUters.
Samnlc .IlClIFUter Error - Ii.( JlC'ram nCJJD'ram
4um 2.95E-02 1.87 3.78B-Ol 378
5 urn after 40 11m 8.96£-03 3.41 4.96E-02 49.6
. . .
.
'.-
.
5um 6.22£.02 1.28 3.44E-Ol 344
B-2
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APPENDIXC
SCOUTING TESTS: CANDIDATE FILTER MEDIA CHALLENGED
WITH KE BASIN WATER
C-l
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Figure C·l. 40-J.lm Glass Fiber .-iller.
40"\lm Glass Fiber (PALL) 1
Cumulative Volume Fill.red
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C-2
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Figure C-3. 1G-lJ.m Polyester Filter.
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Figure C.4f. 5-11111 Polyester filter.
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Figure C·5. 5-fJm Class Fiber Filter.
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Figure C-6. 1-fJm Polyester Filter.
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Figure C-7. O.3-flm Class Fiber Filter.
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APPENDIXD
LONG RUN TEST: ANALYSES OF 40-MICRON FILTER AND FILTRATE
D-I
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Table D-1. IDd.eUvely CoDpled P1..ma Spoctrooeopy AnalYses or 4O·pm Filter FUtral_
(Llb<ore S06KOOO013).
• A "< Sign mdlcated the Il'UJl)1c CUIICCJltral10lt \1IlW below detectIon hnut.
.eo:::r...... CODeelltratlo•Aal_ .,1.) • I../IOLI
; AJz (silv..-) <4E-031 P (pboophorous) <4.2E-02
AI/a1wniDwnl 4.15&02 Phlleadl <3.6E-U2
As larsenicl <5.2E-02 Pd toall.diwnl <3:8E-02
B !baron) 4.93E-U2 1'< (pmeodvmium) <'JE.Q3
Ba (bllrium) <7.3E-03 Rb hubidiuml <0.514
B. (b"",llium) <1.2E-03 Rhl,bndiuml <2.6£-02
Bi (bismuth) <0.102 Ru (ruthenium) <1.7E-02
Ca (calcium) 0.552 S I.ulfirrl 0.444
Cd 'cadmiuml 3.46E-03 Sb lonilinouvl <2.8E-02
Ce{cerium) <].:5E...{)2 Se (selenium) <6.42E-02
Co (cobalt' <8E.Q3 Si (ailioon) 0.915
C. f,·hroorium) <1.4E-02 Smlsamarium\ <1.7E-02
Co <JAE-02 Sn (tin) <J.4E-02
Eul. <lE-03 Sr fstzoutium <7E.Q3
FoChoa) 8.72E-02 T. (tantalum) <S.7E-02
K 0.319 T. (loIIurium) <8.4E.Q2
La <8E-03 Tb Ithorium'> <'JE-03
(j (lithium) <'JB.Q3 Ti(titanrum) 7.89E.Q3
M.lmo 3.19E.02 T1 (!baUiuml <;5.6E-02
Mn <7E.()J U1unnhnn) 0.535
Mo fmnlvbdeuum) <3E-03 V(~um) <6E-oJ
Nalsodium\ 0.742 Wltun....n) <8.6E.Q2
Nd{neodvmium) <8E..Q) Y (yttrium) <1.1E-02
Ni {nicken <2.2E-02 Z. (zinc) 7.67E-03
Nb (niobiuml <8.4E.Q2 Zr lzirconiwnl <2E-02
.. .
Table D-2. Gamma E••1iY Analysfs 4O-pm FlIt_r.
.. oem.... CoaDdnc Total pO bued OD ceuotm2 Error5.....1. "RadlOoDCRdC ." .. Error . Low M ..... •
4G-1J!D, "'Co 5.64£..03 3.93 5.41B.Q3 5.64B.Q3 5.86E-03
0.078 S Ca. 2.133 4.23 2.04 2.133 2.22
Eu 1.73£.03 3H2 1.13£-03 1.731!-O3 2.32E-03
Eu 5.69E-m 2.2 5.:56E-02 5.69E-U2 5.81E-m
'Eo 1.3= 10.82 1.22E-U2 1.37E-02 1.52E-U2
Am 0.99 5.27 0.94 0.99 1.04
llCVFUter
2.11 0.624
0-2
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APPENDIXE
LONG RUN TEST: ANALYSES OF 5-MICRON FILTER AND FILTRATE
E-!
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Table E-I. Inductively Coupled P1..ma Spcclr..copy Analyses of S-"m FUter FUlrale
(Labcorc S06KOOOOISj.
e-ceatratton CoMtDtratktn
Aa.....
.
.' A._
' ••/mL'
All: (silver) <AE-ID' P <4.2E-02
AI (l'lhnnilklm) <2.1B-02 Pbn...., <J.6E-02
A. (anenie) <5.2E.,2 Pd foolladium) <3.8E-02
B_oo S.4E.,2 P'l.....odymi...) <9E.,3
Sa ll>ariuml <73E-03 Rb (robidiuml <O.S14
Be <1.2E-03 Rh(moo;um) <2.6E~
BilhWNlth) <0.102 Ru (Ntbcniwn) <1.7E-02
Ca (calcium) 0.953 S (,,"fur) <5.8E-02
Cd (cadmium' <3E-03 Sb (antimony) <2.8E-02
Ce (cerium) <15&02 Se (ack:Dium) <6.42E-02
Co (cobalt) <8E-<l3 Si (silicon) 3.14
Cr Ichromi...) <1.4E-02 Sm (samarium) <1.7E-02
Co (co....l <1.4£-02 Sn (tinl <J.4E-02
Eu 'oml <1E-03 Sr(OUOOliumI <7E-03
Fe liron) <lJE-02 T.(Ian.......} <S.7E-02
Kl......siwnl <0.295 TeftdWriwnl <8.4E.,2
La (lantbanum\ <8E-03 10 (thoriuml <9E-Q3
Li (lilbiuml <9E-03 Tlftitaoium) <2E·03
Ml! (mI,",csium) 8.888.,2 TlithaIlium) <5.6E-02
Mn mal'l"ane~e <7E"'()3 . U(nnnium} <J.1E-02
Mo IlllOlvbdenum) <J8.,J V (vaoadiuml <6E.,3
N.(aodium) 1.63 w ItuDlNtten) <8.6E-02
Nd (..od~;'..) <8E·OJ Y (vttriuml <1.1E-02
Ni{oickeI) <2.2E-02 Zo(zioc) <4E-03
Nb (Diobillllll <8.4E-02 Zt (zirconium) <2E-02
• A '"<" Slifl indIcated the anaIyte concmtnmon wu below dctcctJ.on limit.
TableE-2. Gamma Eae.£)' Analysis orlhe
5-um Kevslone FlIle. lLabco.e S06KOOO021l.
-
" ,'-
"0 tauntloK; " Tot.I' ua based ..CountID.e: £rrer
Sa"'"
..
.' aCumtcr ',RadJOaueUde ! Error . Low :Al'efHe ........
S.m, "Co 2.94E-03 5.04 2.795-03 2.945-03 1.77E-02
0.1808 8 "'c. 1.19 4.23 1.14 1.19 1.24
"'Eo> 9.69E-04 44.65 S.l6E-04 9.69E-04 1.4E..03
'''Eo> 2.7SE-02 2.47 2.82E.,2 2.7SE-02 2.68E-02
"'Eo> 6.S9E-03 13.15 7.46E.,J 6..59E-03 S.72E-03
'''Am 0.499 5.27 Q.4n 0.499 0525
Table E-3. Tola1 Alpba A..ocialed ..llll the S-Jlm Keyalone mlcr.
Irs-"",-Sa=-mplc-:--.- oemre, ., ~~r ~~. ---.,.---,:0''',1'''90'''.----,
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APPENDIXF
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
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Particle Size Distribution Measurements
SCOPE
Particle size distribution (PSD) measurements were requested for three aqueous samples derived
from the KE Basin Filtration Efficacy test program:
.' KE Basin water composite
• 40-filll filtrate
• 5-filll filtrate
PSD MEASUREMENTS
Iostrumeotation
Measurements ofthe PSDs ofsolids suspended in the test samples were performed using the
Horiba LA-910 Laser Scattering Particle Size Distribution Analyzer10 in hood 2 in room IF of
222-S. The LA-91O is an ensemble type, light-scattering-based PSD analyzer; it is not a sensing-
zone or image-analysis type ofinstrument where measurements or observations ofindividual
particles are made. The composite light-scattering pattern created when a large number of
sample particles scatter the light in the focused beam(s) ofthe analytical probe(s) is measured.
Analyzer software, using iterative algorithms based on Mie Scattering Theory, Iben creates a
virtua1 population ofoptically isotropic, compositionally homogeneous, spherical particles wilb a
distnbution ofdiameters that would, given the same experimental parameters, generate a similar
light-scattering pattern. The reported particle sizes are the diameters ofthese spherical particles,
i.e., equivalent spherical diameters. The :frequencies ofoccurrence ofparticles ofvarious sizes in
Ibe hypolbetical populations are weighted according to Ibe volumes oflbe spherical particles.
The LA-910 analyzer uses dual light sources: a helium-neon laser (l. - 632.8 om) and a 40-W,
tungsten-halogen, blue-filtered lamp (l. - 450 om). The dual light sources and physical design of
the detector array allow measurement ofPSDs for samples with particles ranging from 0.02 pm
to 1020·filll in equivalent spherical diameter.
The LA-910 analyzer was operated in flow cell mode for Ibe PSD measurements. In Ibis mode,
a dilute suspension ofsample solids is continuously circulated through the analyzer measuring
loop during PSD measurements. Key components in Ibe loop include !be following.
Sample Tank: Sample solids and suspension liquid are introduced into a stainless-steel sample
tank (maximum volume 0280 mL). Specimen suspensions were limited to ~OOmL to minimize
both contamination within the sample tank compartment and the volume of analytical waste
generated. Suspensions enter the measurement loop from the bottom ofthe tank.
10 Horiba is a registered trademark ofHoriba. Ltd. Corporation Japan. Kyoto, Japan.
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Stirrer: A three-bladed mechanical stirrer in the sample tank assists in suspending the sample
solids in the suspension liquid and is critical in introducing a unifonn sample suspension into the
flow loop. The stirrer speed is adjustable in seven step settings, 'I' through '7'. In distilled
water, a stirrer setting of '6' represents a stirring speed of ,q000 revolutions/minute.
A stirrer speed setting of '2' was used for these measurements. Tests have shown that this stirrer
speed is the minimum required to effectively sample spherical particles with density ~.5 glcm)
and with diameters up to 350 J.lm in aqueous suspensions.
Ultrasonic Generator: The sample tank: is also the chamber of a low-power (40 W, 39 kHz)
ultrasonic bath. This ultrasonic bath is provided to facilitate dispersion ofsample particulates in
the suspension liquid. The power of the bath is fixed. The operator may select whether or not to
activate the ultrasonic generator. If activated, the operator may adjust the time the bath operates
before the light-scattering measurement begins and the length ofany delay period between
tennination of the ultrasonic treatment and initiation of the PSD measurement. The operator
may also elect to continue ultrasonic treatment during the light-scattering measurement. For
brevity, ultrasonic treatment ofsamples hereafter is referred to as '·sonication."
Circulation Pump: Located immediately downstream from the sample tank, a variable-occlusion
peristaltic pump circulates the sample slurry through the analyzer measurement loop. The pump
speed is adjustable in seven step settings, 'j' through '7'. A pump speed setting of '4' was used
for these measurements. The discharge volume at this pump speed setting is "'iJ mUs using
Tygonll tubing with an internal diameter of4.8 mm.
The occlusion ofthe Masterflexl2 peristaltic pump head is adjusted so that the pump tubiug is not
totally compressed (occluded) at any point oftbe rotor rotation. Performance tests using this
occlusion setting and various pump and stirrer speed combinations have shown that a stirrer
speed of '2' combined with a pump speed of'4' is the minimum combination required to
satisfactorily measure the PSD ofa certified standard containing soda-lime glass microspheres
(p - 2.4-2.5 ~cm3) with diameters ranging from 50 pm-350 f1ITI--Wbitehouse Scieotific13
standard PS223.
Measurement Cell: The flow cell is located immediately downstream from the circulation pump.
The two optical windows of the cell are Ternpaxl4 glass (with a nonreflective coating on the
exterior ·surfaces) and defme an interior specimen cavity with dimensions of
70 mm x 45 mm x 3.5 mm (II x W x D). The analytical light probes traverse paths through the
depth ofthe cell perpendicular to the cell windows. The sample suspension enters at the bottom
of the measurement cell. exits at the top of the cell, and returns to the sample tank.
1t Tygon is a registered trademark ofNorton Company, Worcester, Massachusetts.
11 Masterflex is a registered trademark ofthe Cole-Panner Instrument Company, Vernon Hills, minois.
B Whitehouse Scientific, Waverton, Chester, England
I" Tempax is a registered trademark of Schott Glaswerkes, Mainz, Gennany.
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Specimens
The specimens analyzed were 20o-mL portions of the test water samples. The supplied test
samples were first thoroughly mixed by inversion and rotation of the original bottles for a
minimum of I minute. Then, as quickly as possible, a 50-mL portion was withdrawn from the
bottom third of the ssmple using a large bore pipette and transferred to a beaker. This process
was repeated three additional times. The 200-mL specimen was then poured into the analyzer
sample tank. The transfer beaker was then rinsed twice with small volumes of reagent water that
were added to the test specimen.
Ten drops ofan aqueous solution ofsodium hexametaphosphate [(NaPO;J)6] were added to the
test specimens, as a chemical dispersant, prior to PSD measurements. The final concentration of
(NaPO,), was <0.05 wt%.
Measurements
Particle size distribution measurements were made on three specimens (A. B. and C) withdrawn
from each test sample. The PSD measurement on each specimen was a set of two sequential
PSDruns.
The procedure for completing a set ofPSD runs on a single specimen was as follows:
1. A large volume oflaboratory reagent water was filtered through a O.2-J-Lm membrane
filter inunediately prior to the PSD measurements.
2. Approximately 175 mL offiltered water and 10 drops of (NaPO,). solution were added to
the analyzer sample tank.
3. The pump speed was set to '5' and the stirrer speed to '2' and the blank cbarge was
sonicated for 2 minutes. [This treatment ensures the measurement loop is free from
particles and bubbles.]
4. The pump speed was set to '4' and the stirrer speed to '2" and a blank measurement was
completed.
5. The blank water cbarge was then drained from the analyzer.
6. 200 mLoftest specimen and 10 drops of(NaPOi). solution were added to the analyzer
sample tank.
7. Run I analyzer settings (Table I) wore established and the specimen cbarge was allowed
to stir and circulate for 30 seconds.
8. The Run I measurement sequence was started.
9. When Run 1 was complete, the presence of a saved data file was verified. Run 2 analyzer
settings were established, mid the Run 2 measurement sequence was started.
10. When Run 2 was complete, the presence ofa saved data me was verified.
II. Tbe specimen suspension was drained from the analyzer. The analyzer was then flushed
with reagent water until the light~scatteringpattern returned to a particulate-free profile.
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The analyzer settings and sequence times that were used in each PSD ron are presented in
Table I.
Table 1. Particle Size Distribution Aua!}...r Measurement Ruu SeltiUJlll.
Sample PSD Mo.un..... RD..
LNd4]. I 2
-AUi)'ftr aetUr:tci
Pump (circulation) .peed .otting 4 4 4 - - -
Stirrer (agitation) speed setting 2 2 2 - - -
Premtuuremtnt ....orJdng . ,
Work time (seeonds) 30 10 120 - - -
Ultrasonks ON NO NO YES - - -
Premeasurement Win (scoonds) uf. 0 to
- --
-
Meuore.....' '. .
Measure: eycles (tuedlampt uf. 6OIt2 60112 - - -
Sonication during measure uf. NO NO - - -
TotallOnicatioa th_ (minutes) 0 0 2 - - -
Total dmr (minutes:UlConds)" 0:30 1040 5,05
-
- -
•
. .ACOlq)Ostte l"I'a6uremcJ1t ~ormmmg60 rcadDuu ofdctmon whIle ilJul1UJWtlng AIJl)le ....11b the
He-Nc IaJCT BJld 12 rtedoub while illumiDauing the AJ11l1e with the blue-filmed lamp. Toeal meuurcmelll
lime 0601«:.
"Curw1al:iw musurtmtnfl time. Snting up and irIniMing each PSD run takes .... S !ICC based (Jll previous
measurement experience.
Optkal Model
Conversion of the light~scattering patterns measured by the analyzer to PSDs requires input of a
relative refractive iodcx-
RRI = Refractive iodex (jJarticles) I Refractive index (liquid medium).
The accuracy of this input becomes increasingly important as the diameters of the particles
become smaller than -is JUIl (ISO 13320-1).
The complex refractive iodex (N) ofa substance is defined as
N=n-ki,
where the real index, n, represents the degree ofrefraction of light in the material The complex
(or imaginary) part ofthe index, l:i, is directly proportional 10 the degree ofattenuation
(primatily by absorption) afllle probe light beam(s) by a material Transparenl materials have
small extinction coefficients (k); opaljue and/or bigbly'eolored marerial. have larger eoefficients.
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In practice, it is assumed that a suspension liquid that strongly absoms at the wavelengtb(s) of
the analytical probes will rot be used and that minOT absorption by the liquid will be accounted
for by blank measurements. The RRI value actually input is
RRI = (.,1'.,) -.\pi.
The suspension liquid was assumed to be pure water with a real refractive index, nm = 1.333 (at
1..= 589.3 nm).
The sample solids were assigned an index ofrefraction ofNp = 1.60 - 0.1 Oi.
The RRI value input in the PSD calculations was
RRI = (',1n.,) - kpi - (1.60/1.333) - 0.1i - 1.20 - O.IOi.
[If the client has input suggestin8 that an alternate RRI value would be mOTe appropriate OT
desinble, PSDs can be necalculated using revised value(s) without reanalysis ofphysical
specimens.)
DEVIATIONS
Ideally, particle concentration in sample suspensions should be above a minimum level required
to produce an acceptable signal-to-noise nstio. In the LA-910 analyzer this concentration
corresponds to. reduction in ·1...transmiilSion to about 95% (reduction in transmission ofthe
probe light beam throngh the suspension by 5% relative to the particle-free suspension liquid).
To avoid multiple scattering, the solids concentration should be below a level that corresponds to
aboU16So/..tr.msmission fOT particles larger than 20 JUIl and about 8S%-transmission for smaller
particles (ISO 13320-1).
The three test samples all had very small concentrations of solids. Values oflight transmission
(0/..T) observed were
Lascr%-T Lamp%-T
Run t Sonica1ed Run t Sonicated
RtageDI ......,. 100 100 '00 100
ICE water CXJrq)OSile 98.5 98.8 98.3 98.0
4Q-pm filtme 99.3 99.6 99.4 99.4
5-pmfil1me NotM<as=d Not MeuW"ed
The solids concentration in the 5-1"" filtrate SIU11)lle was so low that the analyzer was not able to
distinguish the specimen from the reagent water blanlc and PSD measurements were not poilSible.
PSD MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The results of tho light-scaltering-based PSD measurements are presented in this section. As
previously noted, measurements on the composite and 40-1Dtl filtrate were made in triplicate.
For each sample, the data files fOT corresponding PSD Runs from the biplicate specimens were
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combined into 'average' data files. The PSD histograms, %-undersize curves, and numerical
data derived. from these average data files are presented here. [Complete transcripts ofall PSD
data can be provided on request.]
The scattered-light patterns measured by the LA-91O analyzer are directly related to the volumes
of small pamcles and the cross-sectional area oflarger particles. The primary analyzer outputs
are PSDs with frequencies ofoccurrence weighted according to the volumes of the scattering
particles. The analyzer software allows these primary distributions to be recalculated as area-,
length-, or number-based distributions. These converted distributions are obtained by
re-weighting the original, partially processed, volwne-based data using the appropriate power of
the particle diameters (d) and then renonnalizing the resulting distributions. For example,
number-based PSDs are obtained by applying weighting factors proportional to lid' to the
original volwne-based PSD data. Particle size data derived from both the volume-based and the
recalculated number-based PSDs are included.
Particle size distribution data for the test samples is based on standard-form distributions (as
opposed to the "sharp-furm" alternative in the analyzer algoritluns). These distributions are
generally characterized by broad.poorly resolved features but are appropriate for the calculation
ofPSDs of samples with wtknown composition and morphology and/or a wide range ofparticle
diameters.
All the PSD data presented are calculated using an RRI value of 1.20-0.1 Oi.
Histograms and %-Undersize Cnrves
The volwne-based histograms and %-Wldersize curves depicting the averaged results ofthe
triplicate PSD measmements on the composite and 40-Pffi filtrate samples are presented in
Figures 1 and 2. respectively.
The volume-based histograms and cumulative curves ofFigures I and 2 are plotted using a
common particle diameter (x~axis) scale~ 0.1 J.1l11-500 J.1Dl. No particulates with diameters
<0.1 jJIII or >500 pm were observed in anyca1culated PSD for the test samples. To further
facilitate comparison ofthe graphic data, all the volume-based, PSD histogram data are also
plotted against a common frequency-% (y-axis).
In Figure 3, the volume-based~ %-Wldersize curves for the composite and 40-J.U11 filtrate samples
are plotted on common axes to illustrate the overall differences in the PSDs for the two measured
test samples.
The number-based PSD histograms and %-undersize curves for the avemgcd. run data are
presented in Figures 4 and 5. As in Figures 1 and 2, the averaged number-based PSDs are
displayed against common diameter and ftcquency-% axis.
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Figure l. Volume-based Particle Size Distributions of KE-Basin Water Composite.
(Average of triplicate measurements.)
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Figu re 2. Volume-based Particle Size Distributiuns of 4D-p,m filtrate.
(Average of triplicate measurements.)
(a) Run I~Ultrasonie Time: 0.00 minutes
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Figure 3. Comparison ofVolumc-based Cumulative %-Underslzc Curves.
(SoLid Blue Lines: KE composite. Dashed Red lines: 40-,um filtrate)
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Figure 4. Number-based Particle Size Distributions or KE-8asin Water Composite.
(Average of triplicate measurements.)
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Figure 5. Number-based Panicle Size Distributions of 4o-p.m Filtrate.
(A"-erage of triplicate measurements.)
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Cumulative %-Uodersize Data
The particle diameters associated with five pre-selected points on the cumulative %-Wldersize
curve, describing the volnme-based PSD, for the composite and 40-pm filtrate ,ample, are
presented in Table 2. The default data sets generated by the LA-910 analyzer consist of80
logarithmically·spaced particle-diameter bins that are populated with OCCWTence frequency data.
A software option allows this process to be reversed: ·'Diameter-on-%" occurrence frequency
values are pre-selected and then associated with particle diameters extracted from the calculated
PSDs. The particle diameters associated with 10-, 25-, 50-, 75-, and 90 %-undersize selections
are presented in the table, The 50 o/o-undersize values are, by definition, the median particle
diameters of the PSD,.
The number-based, %-undersize data extracted from the averaged PSD measurements is
presented in Table 3.
Table 2. Volume-based, Cumulative %-Undersize Data.
-Dbineterll of Particlell (pm) at Cumulatlve '%--Uoderslze Catl'olDts
". Sample I'SDRun 10% 1S% !IO% 7S% 90%
KE W.ter Composite - - - - -
At 2.4 6.5 11.4 t7.3 24
No sonication Bt 3.t 7.7 13.8 22 35
Cl 2.9 7.t 12.4 18.4 24
Avernge 2.8 7.t 12.4 19.t 27
A2 0.45 0.87 2.2 5.1 8.3
Sonicated 2 minutes B2 0.44 0.86 2.2 5.1 8.2
C2 0.43 0.74 1.84 4.0 6.0
Avernge 0.44 0.82 2.t 4.7 7.4
40-ICm FUtrate - - - - -
Al 2.4 6.6 14.0 24 36
No sonication Bt 2.7 7.5 16.2 28 40
Cl 2.8 7.4 15.6 27 41
Average 2.7 7.2 t5.3 26 39
A2 0.56 1.17 3.0 6.3 10.0
Sonicated 2 minutes B2 0.62 t.37 3.4 7.5 t2.4
C2 0.56 1.16 3.1 6.7 10.3
Average 0.57 1.22 3.2 6.8 10.9
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Table 3. Number-based Cumulative %-Understze Data.
Diameters of P.rtlclCI Otm) at Cumulative %.Underlizc Cut Polnu
Simple PSDRun lOY. . Z5% 500/. 7!5% '0%
KE Water Composite
No sonication Average 0.29 0.33 0.40 0.49 0.66
Sonicated 2 minutes Average 0.22 0.28 0.36 0.45 0.59
40-um FUtrate
No sonication Average 0,32 0.37 0.43 0.53 0.75
Sonicated 2 minutes Average 0,30 0.36 0.43 0.53 0.75
PSDCAVEATS
Light.scattering-based PSD measurements are based on several assumptions:
a. All sample particles are spherical.
b. All particles with diameters less than ::;25 jJIl1 are compositionally and/or optically
identical.
c. The optical properties ofboth the particles and the suspending medium are well known
when samples contain particles with diameters less than ~5 J.UD.
d. There is no interaction between light scattered from different particles (i.e., no multiple
scattering phenomena).
Deviations from these assumptions will introduce some degree of error in the PSD measurements
due to the inability of the deconvolution and inversion algorithms to account for the deviations.
It should also be reemphasized that the Horiba LA-9l 0 is an ensemble type, light-scattering-
based PSD analyzer, not a sensing-zone or image-analysis type of instrument. Direct
observation and/or measurement ofindividual particles are not made. The calculated PSDs are
based, in part, on asswnptions regarding the shapes and statistical properties of distributions that
may not apply to the samples being measured.
Moasaremeat Raage
The results reported for the PSD analyses only apply to particles with diameters within the
0.02 1U"-1020 I1Dl measuring rnnge ofthe analyzer. The calculated PSDs are uormalized so that
the sum of the occurrence frequencies ofparticles within this range is always 100010. This should
not be taken to represent that particles with diameters <0.02 IJrn or>1020 p,m were detennined,
by measurement, to be absent from the samples.
Visual observation during mixing and transfer ofPSD specimens to the analyzer did not suggest
that any discrete particles or strongly boulld aggregetes with dimensions approaching or
exceeding 1020 I"" were present in any ofthe samples. The presence ofparticles with diameters
<0.021"" cannot be ruled on!.
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Nonspberical Particles
Alllight-scattering-based PSD data are presented in tenus of an equivalent spherical diameter-
the diameter of a spherical particle having the same light-scattering fimction as that assigned to
the sample particle. By design, a nonlaminar, quasi·turbulent flow regime is maintained in the
LA-910 flow cell. Under ideal conditions, the equivalent spherical diameter reported for any
nonspherical particle would be derived from a combination ofall cross-sectional diameters that a
rapidly and randomly rotating particle: could present to the probe light beams. The degree to
which measurements on any significantly nonspherical component ofa real, nonunifonn sample
actually achieves this ideal cannot be determined without undertaking an extensive study
including both light-scattering-hased and direct measurements ofparticle dimensions. This type
ofdevelopmental program was not performed as part of these measurements.
It is unknoml whether the test samples c-ontain significant am-oWlts ofnonspherica1 particles.
The degree to which PSD measurements on these solids have yielded a meaningful, averaged
spherical diameter is similarly unknown.
Dispersion of Sample Partleles
Laser diffraction instruments cannot distinguish between scattering by single particles and
scattering hy clusters of primary particles forming an agglomerate or aggregate. Usually the
measured particle size for agglomerates is related to the cluster size, but sometimes the size of
the primary particles is reflected in the PSD as well (ISO 13320-1). Furthermore, no technique
not based on direct observation ofsample solids can distinguish between agglomerates that may
exist in a sample in its native state and agglomerates that may fonn as aresult ofthe
measurement process (e.g., by introduction ofthe sample solids into a different liquid medium
with different electrostatic properties). As a result, ensuring a good degree of dispersion prior to
sample analysis is generally considered to be an important step to ensure reliable and
reproducihle size analysis (NIST 960-1, NIST Recommended Practice Guide: Particle Size
Characterization).
In the current PSD measurements, Roo 1 on each specimen was made under conditions where
dispersion ofsample solids was purposefully minimized. The unifonn shift to smaller particle
diameters observed in Runs 2 suggests that at least a portion ofthe initial solids were either
loosely hound aggregates or fragile primary particles. The degree to which the particulates
descrihed hy the Run 2 PSDs represent primary particles in the water samples is not known.
Refractive Indexes
In numerous cases, the results of a particle size analysis are only as good as the optical model
chosen to interpret and convert the measured pattern ofscattered light into a PSD (NIST 960-1).
In particular, input of accurate refractive indexes ofthe sample solids and suspension liquid to
the algorithms can be of critical importance.
When particle diameters are much larger than the wavelength ofthe light prohe(s), scatteriog is
effectively described as Fraunhofer diffraction and is independent ofthe optical properties ofthe
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sample material. To describe the scattering of light by smaller particles (down to diameters
somewhat amaller than the light wavelength), use ofMie Scattering Theory is required.
Application ofMie Theory requires that the complex refractive indexes ofboth the (assumed
optically isotropic and spherical) particulate phase (Np) and the suspension liquid (Nm) be
known. This requirement is of increasing importance as the (a) particle diameters approach or
become smaller than the wavelength(s) ofthe light scattered, (b) particles become increasingly
transparent to the light probe(s), (c) particulates significantly absorb at the wavelength(s) ofthe
light probe(s), and/or (d) refractive indexes of the liquid and solid phases approach one another.
The minimum particle size at which the Fnmnhofer approximation holds vaties depending on the
actual solid-liquid system being measured. As a general rule (ISO 1332l}-1), the accuracy of the
optical model data is not a significant concern for particles with diameters >50 J.llll and has only
minor impact for particles with diameters as small as 18 Iffil to 25 Iffil for the 450-nm and
632-nrn light sources employed in the LA..91O analyzer. The input ofaccurate optical data is of
increasing importance as the diameters ofsample particles become smaller than 25 J.1rn and is
critical when particles diameters are less than I ~m-2 Iffil.
The solids in the KE Basin water samples were arbitrarily assigned a refractive index of
Np = 1.60 - 0.1Oi. There is no experimental or theoretical basis that supports this value.
A small change in the assigned RRI may cause a significant change in calculated PSDs. Also,
the effect of the RRI on PSDs calculated for samples containing particles ofdiverse composition
and morphology is, generally, quite complicated. Unfortunately, it is sometimes somewhat
difficult., even for a single well-defined phase, to obtain an accurate value for the real index of
refraction (np). Moreover, it is often very difficult to obtain an accurate value for the imaginary
component (kpi) of the refractive index: absorption is often strongly dependent on wavelength,
and the extinction coefficient can also be affected by sutface structure ofthe particles (e.g.,
surface roughness) and intraparticlc density heterogeneity. Indeed, it is common practice to
determine appropriate values for the imaginary part (and often the real part also) of the refractive
index using trial-and-error procedures of size detennination using a microscopy-based technique.
a light-scattering-based instrument, and samples of the solids to be measured.
Specimen Size
As was previously noted, none of the three KE Basin water samples had a sufficient level of
solids loading to allow PSD measurements to he completed within the desired 85- to
95 o/...transmission range. Indeed, the 5-1ffil filtrate sample could not be distinguished from the
reagent water blank and PSD measurements could not be completed. The PSD results for the
composite and 4O-pm filtrate samples may be somewhat quantitatively compromised.
Also, volume-based PSD measurements can be very sensitive to the presence of small numbers
of large-diameter particles that can nevertheless represent a very large fraction of the sample
particulate volmne. For example, a singieparticle 50 ~m in diameter in a population ofl x 10'
particles, the balance ofwhich are all 0.5 Iffil in diameter, would have a number-based
occurrence frequency of 0.0001%. However, in a volume-based distribution the single 50-~m
particle would represent 50% ofthe particulate volume. Clearly, in samples containing a broad
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range ofparticle sizes, obtaining an analytical specimen in which the relative proportions of
large and small particles are accurately represented is of importance.
Sampling statistics indicate that a specimen that will accurately and reproducibly represent the
proportion of the larger particles in such a sample must be of a minimum weight or volume
[Particle Size Measurement: Volume J - Powder Sampling and Particle Size Measurement
(Allen 1997)]. It is almost certain, at least for the Run I PSD measurements, that none of the
specimens for the composite or 40-JUIl filtrate samples contained these amounts of solids.
QUALITY CONTROL
Replicate Measurements
As previously noted. PSD measurements were performed on triplicate portions (specimens)
withdrawn from each test sample. [Complete results for each of the PSD measurements are
available on request.] The agreement ofthe triplicate Run 1 and Run 2 measurements for each
sample was generally quite good, particularly for the Run 2 PSDs. The level of agreement is
demonstrated by the numerical data presented in Table 2.
Standard Measurements
Measurements of the PSDs ofcertified particle size standards were performed before sample
measurements began and after they were completed. Measurements were completed on three,
certified particle size standards: two samples ofmonodisperse, polystyrene microspheres. and
one sample ofmonodisperse, soda~lime glass spheres. Standard measurement results are
summarized in Table 4,
Table 4. Result> of Measurements of Certified Standards.
ldeodllcatloo T pe Certllled MelUluroo
Duke ScientifJC Polystyrene microspberes 1.587 ± 0.025 pm 1.727± 0.132 Ilm
4016A-Lot 27406
Duke Scientific Polystyrene nanospheres 152 ± Snm 152± IOmn
3150A-Lot27050
Whitehouse Scientific Soda~lime glass spheres 91.2 ± O.91UU 95.1 ± 5.0 pm
MS0091-LotOO38
All measured mean particle diameters for the standards were within ±l0% ofthe certified mean
values.
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APPENDIXG
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR KEYSTONE AND PALL
I6-MICRON GLASS FIBER FILTERS
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KE-BASIN FILTRATION EFFICACY TESTS
August 2006
Particle Size Distribution Measurements
SCOPE
Particle size distribution (psn) measurements were requested for four aqueous samples derived
from the second phase of the KE Basin Filtration Efficacy test program:
LabcoreNo.
S06KOOlO08
S06KOOlOll
S06KOOlOO8
S06KOOlOl2
Description
Pall input
PalllO-1'IIl filtrate
Keystone input
Keystone 1O~J.lm ftltrate
The samples were submitted in I-L brown glass bottles and were analyzed as~received (i.e.,
without preconcentration of any suspended solids present).
PSD MEASUREMENTS
Instrumentation
Measurements of the PSDs of solids suspended in the test samples were perfonned using the
Horiba LA-910 Laser Scattering Particle Size Distribution AnalyzerI.5 in hood 2 in room IF of
222-S. The LA-91O is an ensemble type, Jight~scattering-basedPSD analyzer; it is not a sensing-
zone or image-analysis type ofinstrument where measurements or observations of individual
particles are made. The composite light-scattering pattern created when a large number of
sample particles scatter the light in the focused beam(s) of the analytical probe(s) is measured.
Analyzer software, using iterative algorithms based on Mie Scattering Theory, theo creates a
virtual population ofopticaUy isotropic, compositionally homogeneous, spherical particles with a
distribution ofdiameters that would, given the same experimental parameters, generate a similar
light-scattering pattern. The reported particle sizes l\Te lbe diameters oflbese spberiea' particles,
i.e., equivalent spherical diameters. The frequencies ofoccurrence ofparticles ofvarious sizes in
the hypothetical populations are weighted according to the volumes ofthe spherical particles.
The LA-9\O analyzer uses dual light sources: a helium-neon 'aser(~ - 632.8 urn) and a 40-W,
tungaten-halogen, bllli>-fiitered lamp (A ~ 450 om). The duailight sources and pbysieal desigo of
the detector atray allow measuremeot of PSDs for samples with particles ranging from 0.02 pm
to \020 ~m in equivaleot spherical diameter.
1:1 Honba is a registered trademark ofHoriba, Ltd. Corporation Japan, Kyoto, Japan.
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The LA-910 analyzer was operated in flow cell mode for the PSD measurements. In this mode,
a dilute 'Suspension ofsample solids is continuously circulated through the analyzer measuring
loop during PSD measurements. Key components in the loop include the following.
Sample Tank: Sample solids and suspension liquid are introduced into a stainless-steel sample
tank (maximum volume <=280 mL). Specimen suspensions were limited to =200 mL to minimize
potential contamination of the sample chamber. Suspensions enter the measurement loop from
the bottom ofthe tank.
Stirrer: A three-bladed mechanical stirrer in the sample tank assists in suspending the sample
solids in the suspension liquid and is critical in introducing a uniform sample suspension into the
flow loop. The stirrer speed is adjustable in seven step settings, 'I' through '7'. In distilled
water. a stirrer setting of '6' represents a stirring speed of ...1000 revolutions/minute.
A stirrer speed setting of'2' was used for these measurements. Tests have shown that this stirrer
speed is the minimum required to effectively sample spherical particles with density ~.5 glcm'
and with diameters up to 350 J.LDl in aqueous suspensions.
Ultrasonic Generator: The sample tank is also the chamber ofa low-power (40 W, 39 kHz)
ultrasonic bath. This ultrasonic bath is provided to facilitate dispersion of sample particulates in
the suspension liquid. The power of the bath is fixed. The operator may select whether or not to
activate the ultrasonic generator. Ifactivated, the operator may adjust the time the bath operates
before the light-scattering measurement begins and the length of any delay period between
tennination of the ultrasonic treatment and initiation of the PSD measurement. The operator
may also elect to continue ultrasonic treatment during the light-scattering measurement. For
brevity. ultrasonic treatment ofsamples hereafter is referred to as "sonication."
Circulation Pump: Located immediately downstream from the sample tank, a variable-occlusion
peristaltic pump circulates the sample slurry through the analyzer measurement loop. The pump
speed is adjustable in seven step settings, ~l' through ~7'. A pump speed setting of l 4' was used
for these measurements. The discharge volume at this pump speed setting is ..g mUs using
Tygon16 tubing with an internal diameter of4.8 nun.
The occlusion of the Masterflex17 peristaltic pump head is adjusted so that the pump tubing is not
totally compressed (occluded) at any point of the rotor rotation. Perfonnance tests using this
occlusion setting and various pump and stirrer speed combinations have shown that a stirrer
speed of '2' combined with a pump speed of14' is the minimum combination required to
satisfactorily measure the PSD of a certified standard containing soda-lime glass microspheres
(p ~ 2.4 to 2.5 glcm') with diameters muging from 50 1= to 350 lJUl-Whitehouse Scientific"
standard PS223.
16 Tygon is a registered trademark ofNorton Company, Worcester, Massachusetts.
17 Mastc:rf1ex is a registered trademark ofthe Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, Vernon Hills, IUinois.
11 Whitehouse Scientific, Waverton, Chester, England.
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Measurement Cell: The flow cell is located immediately downstream from the circulation pump.
1be two optical windows of the cen are Tempax19 glMs (with a nonreflective coating on the
exterior surfaces) and define an interior spedmen cavity with dimensions of70 x 4S )( 3.5 mm
(If x W x 0). The analytical light probes traverse paths through Ibe depth ofthe cell
perpendicular to the cell windows. The sample suspension enters at the bottom ofthe
measurement cell, exits at the top of the ceU, and returns to the sample tank..
Specimens
The specimens analyzed were 200-mL portions of the test water samples. The supplied test
samples were first thoroughly mixed by inversion and rotation of the original bottles for a
minimum of3 minutes. Then, as quickly as possible, ";5 mL was poured into a (non-wetting
plastic) tnulsfer beaker. This process was repeated two additional times with an additional
30 seconds of mixing hetween each. The 200-mL specimen was then poured from the transfer
beaker into the analyzer sample tank.
Ten drops ofan aqueous solution ofsodium hexametaphosphate [(NaPe,>.) were added to the
test specimens, as a chemical dispersant,. prior 10 PSD measurements. The final concentration of
(NaPO,)" was <0.05 wt%.
Meuurements
Particle size distribution measurements were made on two specimens (A and B) withdrawn from
each test sample. The PSD measurement on each specimen was a set of two sequential PSD
runs.
The procedure for completing a set ofPSD runs 00 a single specimen was as follows:
I. A large volume of laboratory reagent water was fl1tered through a O.2-lJID membrane
filter immediately prior to the PSD measurements.
2. Approximately 175 mL offiltered water and ten drops of(NaPO))6 solution were added
to the analyzer sample tank.
3. The pump speed was set to'S' arid the stirrer speed to '2' and the blank charge was
sonicated for 2 minutes. [This treatment ensures the measurement loop is free from
particles and bubbles.)
4. The pump speed was set to '4' and the stirrer speed to '2' and a blank measurement was
completed.
5. The blank water charge was draiDed from the analyzer.
6. 200 mL oftest sample (Specimen A) and ten drops of{NaPo,J. solution were added to
the analyzer sample lank.
7. Run 1 analyzer settings (Table 1) were established and the specimen charge was allowed
to stir and ciYculate for 15 secoods.
It Tempax. is a registered ttademart ofScbott Glaswertes, Mainz, Genmny.
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8. The Run 1 measurement sequence was started.
9. When Run I was complete, the presence ofa saved data file was verified, Run 2 analyzer
settings were established, and the Run 2 measurement sequence was started. (The
estimated time from the end ofRun I to the initiation ofRun 2 is ~5 seconds.)
10. When Run 2 was complete, the presence of a saved data file was verified.
11. Specimen A was drained:from the analyzer. The analyzer was flushed with ~OO-mLof
filtered, reagent water which was drained to waste.
12. A second 200-mL portion oftest sample, Specimen B, and ten drops of (NaPO,l6 solution
were added to the analyzer sample tanlc. Steps 6-10 were repeated.
13. Specimen B was then drained from the analyzer. The analyzer was flushed with reagent
water until the light-scattering pattern returned to a particulate-free profile.
The analyzer settings and sequence times that were used in each PSD run are presented in
Table I.
Table 1. Particle Size Distribution Analyzer Measurement Run Settinl1s.
S.mple PSD Measuremeat Ran
Load.In 1 1
AnalyJel' setting,
Pump (circulation) speed setting 4 4 4 - - -
Stirrer (agitation) speed setting 2 2 2 - - -
Premea.surement working
Work time (seconds) 15 10 120 - - -
Ultrasonics ON NO NO YES - - -
Pre-measurement wait (seconds) nI. 0 10 - - -
Mt:li.surement c
Measure cycles (laserllampt nI, 90118 90/18 - - -
Sonication during measure nI, NO NO - - -
TotallOoicatioD time (minutes) 0 0 2 - - -
Total time (minUtes:seconds)b 0:15 loSS 5:S0
-
-
-
• A COIJl)OSile measurement combining 90 readouts ofdetectors while iIlwninating sample with the Jk..Ne IIlSef and 18
Nadouts while illuminating the sample with the blue·filtered lamp. Total measurement time ""0 sec.
bCumulative measurement time. Setting up and initiating each PSD roo takes -1.5 sec based on previous measurement
experience.
Oplical Model
Conversion of the light-scattering patterns measured by the analyzer to PSDs requires input ofa
relative refractive index-
RRI ~ Refractive index (particles)! Refractive index (liquid medium).
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The accuracy of this input becomes increasingly important as the diameters of the particles
become smaller than ~511lll (ISO 13320-1).
The complex refractive index (N) of a substance is defined as
N=n-ki.
where the real index, n, represents the degree ofrefraction of light in the material. The complex
(or imaginary) part of the index, ki, is directly proportional to the degree of attenuation
(primarily by absotption) of the probe light beam(s) by a material. Transparent materials have
small extinction coefficients (k); opaque and/or highly colored materials have larger coefficients.
In practice, it is assumed that a suspension liquid that strongly absorbs at the wavelength(s) of
the analytical probes will not be used and that minOT absorption by the liquid will be accounted
for by blank measurements. The RRI value actually input is
RRI ~ (n,ln.,) - kpi.
The suspension liquid was asswned to be pure water with a real refractive index, nm = 1.333 (at
). ~ 589.3 urn).
The sample solids were (arbitrarily) assigned an index ofrefraclionofNp ~ 1.60 - O.lOi.
The RRI value input in the PSD calculations was
RR1=(n,ln.,)-kpi ~(1.60/1.333)-O.li~ 1.20-0.10i.
[If the client has input suggesting that an alternate RRI value would be more appropriate or
desirable, PSDs can be recalculated using revised value(s) without reanalysis ofphysical
specimens.]
DEVIATIONS
Ideally. particle concentration in sample suspensions should be above a minimum level required
to produce sn acceptable signat-to-noise ratio. In the LA-910 snalyzer this concentration
COlTCSpondS to a reduction in %-transmission to about 95% (reduction in transmission ofthe
probe light beam throngh the suspension by 5% relative to the particle-free suspension liquid).
To avoid multiple scattering, the solids concentration should be below a level that corresponds to
about 65%-transmission for particles larger than 20 ....,m and about 85%-transmission for smaller
particles (ISO 13320-1).
The four test samples all had very small coucentrations of solids. Values oflight trsnsmission
(%-T) observed were as seen in Table 2.
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Table 2. Observed %-Transmlsslon Values During PSD Me.surements.
Laser Yo';'''' Lamp"~T'
.
Ran. Sonicated Runt Sonicated
Reagent water 100 100 100 100
Palllnput 96.4 96.8 95.4 94.9
PalllO-.um ftltrate Not measurable Not measurable
Keystone input 98.4 98.8 98.0 97.9
Keystone lO-.um filtrate 99.7 100 99.9 100
a%-Transmission values forthe He-Ne laser are most sensitive to the presence ofparticles greater than a few
micrometers in diameter; %-TfWlsmi5sion values at the effective wavelength ofthe lamp source are most
strongly effected by particles smaller than a few micrometers in diameter.
The solids concentration in the Pall IO-ltm filtrate sample was so low that the analyzer was not
able to distinguish the specimen from the reagent water blank and PSD measurements were not
possible.
PSD MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The results of the light-scattering-based PSD measurements are presented in this section. As
previously noted, measurements on the test samples were made in duplicate. For each sample,
the data files for corresponding PSD runs from the duplicate specimens were combined into
'average' data files. The PSD histograms, %-undersize curves, and numerical data derived from
these average data files are preseoted here. [Complete transcripts ofall PSD data can be
provided on request.]
The scattered-light patterns measured by the LA-9I0 analyzer are directly related to the volumes
ofsmall particles and the cross-sectional area of larger particles. The primary analyzer outputs
are PSDs with frequencies ofoccurrence weighted according to the volwnes ofthe scattering
particles. The analyzer software allows these primary distributions to be recalculated as area-,
length-. or nwnber-based distributions. These converted distributions are obtained by re-
weighting the original, partially processed,. volume-based data using the appropriate power of the
particle diameters (d) and then renonnatizing the resulting distributions. For example, number-
based PSDs are obtained by applying weighting factors proportional to lId' to the original
volume-based PSD data. Particle size data derived from both the volume-based and the
recalculated number-based PSDs are included.
Particle size distribution data for the test samples is based on standard-form distributions (as
opposed to the "sharp,form" alternative in the analyzer algorithms). These distributions are
generally characterized by broad, poorly resolved features but are appropriate for the calculation
ofPSDs of samples with wtknown composition and morphology and/or a wide range ofpartic1e
diameters.
All the PSD data presented are calculated using an RRI value of 1.20 - 0.1 Oi.
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Histograms Bod %-Undersize Curves
The volume-based histograms and lifo-undersize curves depicting the averaged results of the
duplicate PSD measurements on the Pall input, Keystone input, and Keystone 10-~ filtrate
samples are presented in Figures 1,2, and 3, respectively.
The volume-based histograms and cumulative curves ofFigures 1 through 3 are plotted using a
common particle diameter (x-axis) scale, 0.1 fUIl-600 fUll. No particulates with diameters
<0.1 IJI11 or >600 pm were observed in any calculated PSD for the test samples. To further
facilitate comparison ofthe graphic data, all the volume-based, PSD histogram data are also
plotted against a common frequency-% (y-axis).
The recalculated. number-based PSD histograms and %~W1dersizecurves depicting the averaged
results of the duplicate PSD measurements on the Pall Input, Keystone Input, and Keystone
10-pm Filtrate samples are presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6, respectively. As for the voJume-
based data, the mnnber~basedhistograms and cumulative curves ofFigures 4-6 are plotted using
common particle diameter (0.1 j.LIll-lO ....m) and :frequency-% scales.
Cumulative %-Uodersize Data
The particle diameters associated with five pre-selected points on the cumulative %-undersize
curves describing the volume~basedPSDs for the Pall input, Keystone input, and Keystone
lO-fUIl filtrate samples are presented in Table 3. The default data sets generated by the LA-910
analyzer consist of 80, logarithmically-spaced partic1e-diameter bins that are populated with
occurrence frequency data. A software option allows this process to be reversed: "Diameter-on-
0/0" occurrence frequency values are pre-selected and then associated with particle diameters
extracted from the calculated PSDs. The particle diameters associated with 10-, 25-, 50-, 75-,
and 90 %-undersize selections are presented in the table. The 50 %-undersize values are, by
definition, the median particle diameters of the PSDs.
The number-based, %-undersize data extracted from the averaged PSD measurements is
presented in Table 4.
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Figure I. Volume-based Particle Size Distributions or Pall Input Sample.
(Average of uuplicate measurements.)
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Figure 2. Volume-based Particle Si7.£ Distributions of Keystone Input Sample.
(Average ofduplicate measurements.)
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Figure 3. Volume-based Particle Size DistributioDS of IO-p,m Keystone Filtrate.
(Averdge ofduplicate measurements.)
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Figure 4. Number-based Particle Si7.c Dist.-ibutioDS of Pall Input Sample.
(Average ofduplicate m~asurements.)
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Figure 5. Number-based Particle Size Distributions of Keystone Input Sample.
(Average of duplicate measurements.)
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.Figure 6. Number~based Particle Size Distributions of Keystone 10-1lR1 Filtrate.
(Average ofduplicate m"a8urcmcllts.)
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Table 3. Volum~based,Cumulative %-Underslze nata.
-DiaJIImlf1l of 'artlda (11m) It Cn1u1atlYe %-lJndcnhe Cut PeiDts
-
,
Sample PSORu -10% 15% -, !§O% 7$% 90%
PoD Input Sa...... - - -
-
-
No sonication AI 1.26 3.5 7.2 13.6 23
BI 1.26 3.5 7.3 14.5 26
Aveno.. 1.26 3.5 7.3 14.0 25
Sonicated 2 minutes A2 0.51 1.04 2.6 5.6 8.9
B2 0.50 0.98 2.4 5.0 7.6
A\nage 0.51 1.01 2.5 5.3 8.2
Keystone Input S.mple - - - - .-
No sonication Al 2.8 6.9 59 155 229
BI 3.5 9.9 123 185 237
Avcnsc 3.1 7.9 85 174 233
Sonicated 2 mimtt:s A2 0.57 1.39 4.5 16.4 51
B2 0.60 1..58 5.2 34 60
Avna.. 0.58 I." 4.8 23 56
Keystone1~ntrate - - - - -
No 5OIl.ication AI 0.56 1.00 3.0 4.9 6.3
BI 0.39 0.74 2.7 5.0 6.4
Avmtgc 0.47 0.87 2.8 4.9 6.4
Sonicated 2 minutes A2 0.60 0.81 1.24 1.97 2.6
B2 0.47 0.68 1.09 1.85 2.5
AVCI"aae 0.53 0.74 1.17 1.92 2.5
Table 4. Number-based Cumulative %-Undcnlzc Dati.
. Dillmeten ofJ'.rdctcs (jim) at ClimulaU... %~UlMlersb:eC.t Point•
• i •Sample .PSDRWl , '-,10%:- . '15% ..$0% 7$% .. 90%·
PaJlluput - - - - -
No sonication A_ 0.30 0.34 0.41 0.51 0.76
SonicaIed. 2 minutes AVt:rlgc 0.25 0.31 039 0.49 0.67
KeyJ<oDe bput -
-
- - -
No IOnicatiOD Average 0.28 032 038 0.47 0.66
Sonicated 2 miruk:8 Avenge 0.23 0.28 0.36 0.43 0.60
Key'loDe ID-lim ntrale - - - - -
No soa.ication A...... 0.17 0.22 031 0.42 0.57
Sonicated. 2 minutes Average 0.24 034 0.47 0.63 0117
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PARTICLE SIZE DlSTRlBUfION CAYEATS
Light-scattering-based PSD measurements are based on sever.U assmnptions:
a. All smnple particles are spherical
b. All particles with diameters less than ~5 ~m are compositionallyand/or optically
identical.
c. The optical properties ofboth the particles ond the suspending medium are welllrnown
when samples contain particles with diameters less than :or25 JUll.
d. There is no interaction between light scattered from different particles (i.e., no multiple
scattering phenomena).
Deviations from these assumptions will introduce some degree oferror in the PSD measurements
due to the inability of the deconvolution and inversion algorithms to acCOWlt for the deviations.
It sbould also be reemphasized that the HonDa LA-91O is an ensemble type.light-scattering-
based PSD analyzer, not a sensing-zone Of image-analysis type of instrument Direct
observation and/or measurement of individual particles are not made. 1be calculated PSDs are
based, in part, on assumptions regarding the shspes and statistical properties of distributions that
may not apply to the samples being measured.
Measaremcnt Ra8ge
The results reported for the PSD analy.... only apply to particles with diameters within the
0.02 "'" to 1020 "'" measuring range ofthe analyzer_ The calculated PSDs are normalized so
that the sum. ofthe occurrence frequencies ofparticles within this range is always 10001.. This
should not be taken to represent that particles with diameters <0.02 ~m or >I020~ were
determined. by measuremen~ to be absent Ih>m the samples.
Visual observation during mixing and transfer of PSD specimens to the analyzer did not suggest
that any discrete particles or strongly bound aggregates with dimensions approaching or
exceeding 1020 JLffi were present in any ofthe samples. The presence of particles with diameters
<0.02 pm cannot be ruled out
Non.pberical Parlicles
The light-scattering-bascd PSD data are presented in terms ofan equivalent spherical diameler-
the diameter of a spherical particle having the same light-scattering fimction as that assigned to
the sample particle. By design, a nonlaminar. quasi-turbulent flow regime is maintained in the
LA-910 flow cell. Under ideal cooditions, the equivalent spherical diameter reported for any
oonspherical particle would be derived from a combinstion ofall cros.-.ectiOlUl1 diameters that a
rapidly and nmdomly rotating particle could present to the probe light beam.. The degree to
which measurements on any significanUy nonspherical component ofa real, nonuniform sample
actually achieves this idcal cannot be determined without undertaking an extensive study
including both light-.cattering-based ond direct measurements ofparticle dimensions. This type
of developmental program was not performed as part of these measurements.
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It is unknown whether the test samples contain significant amounts ofnonspherical particles.
The degree to which PSD measuremeo1s on these solids have yielded a meaningful, averaged
spherical diameter is similarly unknown.
Dispersion of Sample Particles
Laser ditfraction instruments cannot distinguish between scattering by single particles and
scattering by elusters ofprimary particles fol1tling an agglomerate 01' aggregate. Usually the
measured particle size for agglomerates is related to the cluster size, but sometimes the size of
the primary particles is reflected in the PSD as weU (ISO 13320-1). Furthermore, no technique
not based on direct observation ofsample solids can distinguish between agglomerates that may
exist in a sample in its native state and aggJomentles that may fotnl as a result ofthe
measurement process (e.g., by introduction of the sample solids into a different liquid medium
with different electrostatic properties). As 8 resultl ensuring a good degree ofdispersion prior to
sample analysis is generally oonsiden;d to be an important step to ensure reliable and
reproducible size analysi. (NIST 960-1, NIST Rerommended Prac/ice Guide: Particle Size
Cluzracterization).
In the current PSD measurements, Run 1 on each specimen was made under conditions where
dispersion ofsample solids was purposefully minimized. The Imifolm shift of the volume-bascd
Rim 2 PSDs to SIIlaller particle diameters suggests that at least a portion of tbe initial solids were
either loosely bolmd aggregates OT fragile primary particles. The degree to which the particulates
described by the Run 2 PSDs represent primary particles in the water samples is nol known.
Refractive Indexes
In numerous cases, the results ofa particle size analysis are only as good as the optical model
chosen to interpret and convert the measured pattern ofscattered light into. PSD (NIST 960-1).
In particularl input of accurate refractive indexes of the sample solids and suspension liquid to
the algorithms can be of critical importance.
When particle diameters are much larger than the wavelength ofthe light probe(s), scattering is
effectively described as Fraunhofer diffraction and is independent of the optical properties of the
sample material. To describe the scattering oflight by SIIlaller particles (down to diameters
somewhat SIIlaller than the light wavelength), use of Mie Scattering Theory i. required.
Application ofMie Theory requires that the complex refractive indexes of both the (assumed
optieaUy isotropic and spherical) particulate phase (Np) and the suspension liquid (NmJ be
known. This requirement is ofincreasing importance as the (a) particle diameters approach or
become SIIlaller than the wavelength(s) of the light seartered. (1)) particles become increasingly
transparent to the light probe(s), (c) particulates significantly absorb at the wavelength(s) of the
light probe(s), and/or (d) refractive indexes of the liquid and solid phases approach one another.
The minimum particle aize at which the Fraunhofer approximation holds varies depending on the
actual oolid-liquid system being measured. A. a general rule (ISO 13320-1), the accuracy of the
optical model data is not a significant concern fOT particles With diameters >50 j.U11 and has only
minOT impact fOT particles with diameters as small as 18 J.Utl to 2S J.lm fOT the 4S()..nm and
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632-nm light ,ouree. employed in the LA-91 0 analyzer. The input of accurate optical data i, of
increasing importance as the diameters ofsample particles become smaUer than 25 J.1lIl and is
critical when panicles diamet"", are less than I l'Jll to 2 flm.
The solids in the K.E Basin test samples were arbitrarily assigned a refractive index of
Np = 1.60 - O.lOi. There is no experimental or theoretical basis that supports this value.
A .mall change in the as,igned RRI may cause a ,ignificant change in calculated PSDs. Also.
the effect of the RRI on PSDs cakulated for samples containing particles ofdiverse composition
and morphology is. generally, quite complicated. Unfortunately, it is sometimes somewhat
difficult. even for a single well-defined phase, to obtain an accurate value for the real index of
refraction (np). Moreover, it is often very difficult to obtain an accurate value for the imaginary
component (.I;.i) of the refractive index: ab,orption i. nften strongly dependent on wavelength.
and the extinction coefficient can also he affectcd hy .urface ,tructure ofthe particle. (e.g.•
surface roughness) and intraparticle density heterogeneity. Indeed, it is common practice to
delermine appropriate values for the imaginary part (and often the ..al part also) of the refractive
index using trial-and...error procedures ofsize detennination using a microscopy-based technique.
a lighl-scattering-based instrument, and samples oftbe solids to be measured.
Specimen She
As was previously noted, none oftbe test water samples had a sufficient te~t of solids loading to
allow PSD measurements to be completed within the desired 85%- to 95 %-tr811smissioD range.
Indeed. the PaU I()..pm fiUrale ,ample could not be distinguished from the reagent water blank
and PSD measwemen18 could not he completed_ Quantitative accuracy ofthe PSD results for the
Pall input, Keystone input, and Keystone I ()..pm filtrate ,amples may be somewhat
compromised.
Also, volume-based PSD measurements can be very sensitive to the presence ofsmall numbers
of large-diameter particle. that can nevertheless repre.ent a very large fraction ofthe ,ample
particulate volume. FOT example, a single particle 50 J.Ull in diameter in a population of I x 106
particles, the balance ofwhich are all 0.5~ in diameter, would have a number-based
occUflCnce frequency of0.0001%. However. in a volume-based di.tribution the single 50-flm
particle would represent 50'10 of the particulate volwne. Clearly, in samples containing a broad
range ofparticle sizes, obtaining an analytical specimen in which the rel81ive proportions of
large and small particles are accurately represented is ofimportance.
Sampling statistics indicate that a specimen that will accurately and reproducihly represent the
proportion ofthe larger particles in such a sample must be ofa minimum weight or volume
(Allen 1997). It is almost certain that none of the KE Basin test samples contained these
amounts ofsolida.
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QUALITY CONTROL
Replicate Measurements
As previously noted, PSD measurements were performed on duplicate portions (specimens)
withdrawn from each test sample. [Complete results for each of the PSD measurements are
available on request.] The agreement of the duplicate RlLD I and Run 2 measurements for each
sample was generally quite good. The level ofagreement is demonstrated by the numerical data
presented in Table 3.
Standard Measurements
Measurements of the PSDs ofcertified particle size standards were performed before sample
measurements began and after they were completed. Measurements were completed on two
certified particle size standards composed ofmonodisperse polystyrene microspheres. Standard
measurement results are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. Re.ull. ofMeasurementl of Certll1ed Standards.
IdotlDcltton Type Cert16cd Measured
Duke ScientifLC Polystyrene microspheres 99.2± 1.7 pm 103.9±7.5~
4310A-Lot 25974
Duke ScientifLC Polystyrene nanospheres: 152±5mn 152± IOnm
3150A-Lot 27050
The measured mean particle diameters for the standards were within ±l 00.10 of the certified
values.
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